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Banks Elected To Head Blue Key
For Coming Year Af Recent Meet
LEADERS FOR BLUE KEY CHAPTER FOR COMING YEAR

Alumni Classes Will
Hold Reunions Come
June 5th Week-End

Newman Club Gives Key Wesley Foundation
To Lindsay Wednesday Members To Attend
The Newman Club, Catholic j
sludent or/i/Kization., presented j
to Mr. Lindsay, head of the mess
department at Clemson, a honor- j
ary Newman key at its meeting j
Wednesday night.
This was the 'first in what is to
become an annual presentation
toi the person who in the opinion I
of the Newman Club has done I
most to serve the students at j
Clemson. The recipient of this j
award can, not be a student, but\
may be any other person regard- j
less of occupation or religion who
has helped the school1 and student!
body most during the year.
Mr. Lindsay was chosen Clemson's "Good Friend" of the year |
because of his untiring efforts to
improve the quality of the food
and service in the mess hall. In
the face of rising costs and labor
shortages he has fed three thousand men with a minimum increase
in subsistence. Not only has he J
done this job well, but he has
also supplied student groups with
food for picnics, luncheons, and
parties at a low cost.
The Newman Club has realized
for a long time that accomplishments like those of Mr. Lindsay's
should not go unrewarded and to
give recognition to the many unselfish Clemson friends it has instituted this annual "Good Friend"
Award.
PETROFF SHOWS WORK
Gilmer Petroff, professor of
architecture and artist, gave a
water color demonstration at the
regular meeting of Alpha Phi
Omega Monday night, May 17, at
the fraternity room.

School Of Chemistry
Will Offer Work For
Master Of Science
Starting in September the
School of Chemistry will offer
work leading to the degree of
Master of Science in Chemistry.
Two lines of study for this degree will be offered. In one, fundamentally designed to train the
student for scientific teaching, the
candidate for the degree will take
his major work in the broad field
of chemistry and his minor work
outside that field, probably in the
field of education.
The other line of study will allow the student to take his major
work in either, organic chemistry
or physical chemistry, with a
minor either inside or outside the
School of Chemistry. The outside minor might logically be
taken in physics, in agronomy,
or in engineering. This program
of study is designed to give the
student advanced work in his
specific field of interest so that
he will be better 'prepared to enter
industry or to take more work
leading to the Ph. D. degree in
chemistry.
In connection with the new
graduate work, assistantships will
be made available to graduates of
this and other institutions. Men
accepting these positions are to
divide their time equally between
teaching and actual graduate
work.

WATCH FOR OSCAR NEXT WEEK

Next Thursday will be the day when all the world will know who
oscar has been since February. The men are really nice guys,
if you really get to know them, but if you have any grudges,
maybe you can talk them out of some money. Both of them are
rich characters.

Junaluska Meeting
Thirteen student members of
the Clemson College Wesley
Foundation will attend the Southeastern Regional Student Conference at Lake Junaluska June
7-12. These students are: Lloyd
Lancaster, Jr., of Port Royal;
David Witt of Swansea; Jack Padget of Ridgeland; James A. Smith
of Mullins; Theo Monroe of Marion; Jack Lesley of Easley; Curtis Rawls of Rock Hill.
Also John Wessinger of Leesville; Ab Snell of St. George";
Johnny Walker of Fort Mill; Vic
McDaniel of Tatum; Giles F.
Lewis of Orlando. Florida; and
Lewis Carson of Orangeburg.
Rev. E. Wannamaker Hardin
and Miss Sue Henry will also attend the conference. Mr. Hardin
will lead one of the seminars.
Several of the students will go
with Mr. Hardin June 12 to Blue
Ridge for the "Y" Regional Conference. Mr. Hardin will conduct
the worship services for the "Y"
conference June 13-16.

Ten Clemson Alumni classes
will eather on the college campus
to celebrate their fifth to fiftieth
years of graduation on June 5 and
6. In addition to attending the
reunion, these and other graduates and families of Clemson students will witness Clemson's
fifty-second commencement exercises on June 6.
Three hundred two seniors will
be presented Bachelor of Science
degrees at the ceremonies. The
graduates will hear an address by
Undersecretary of the Treasury
A. L. M. Wiggins, and their Baccalaureate Sermon will be oreaehed by the Rev. Paul Hardin. Jr..
minister of the Wesley Memorial
Methodist Church of High Point,
N. C.
The reunions this year will be
held during the dav of May 5 for
the classes of '98, '03. '08. '13. '23,
'28, '33. '38, and '43. Alumni Secretary Jake Woodward expressed
the opinion that this is expected
to be one of the largest reunions
ever held on the Clemson campus.
Many dignitaries are expected
to be present, including Major
General Floyd L. Parks, head of
the Department of Public Relations in Washington and graduate
of 1918. He will present ROTC
commissions to approximately
forty students at the commencement exercises. Others will include College of Charleston President J. D. Grice, Governor J.
Strom Thurmond, both of the
class of 1923.

Sen. Warren Head
Of Bar Association

State Senator George Warren,
class of '08, from Hampton, was
elected president of the South
Carolina Bar Association at a
meeting in Columbia last Friday
Professor R. E. Ware, faculty night, April 2.
He succeeds Senator Edgar A.
advisor, formally installed the
Kappa Psi Cha-pter of Aloha Ps; Brown of Barnwell.
Omega, national dramatics fraternitv, on the Clemson campus
last Wednesday night.
Harold F. Landrith, arts and
, sciences senior of Seneca, has
! been Cast Director since FebruI ary; Leo E. Kirven, pre-medicine
i senior of Pinewood, is stage man, ager; and David Peebles, arts and
Some thirty-eight of the present
I sciences junior of Hampton, Vir- occupants of pre-fabs are gradu| ginia, is business manager.
ating at the end of this semester.
Other members of the cast in- However, it is not known defi elude George A. Beach, mechani- initely that this number of vet
! cal engineering senior of Colum- dwellings will be- available im; bia; Lauren W. Floyd, animal hus- mediately, because some of the
bandry senior of Manning; Cecil seniors may stay for post-graduR. Hodges, pre-medicine junior of ate work.
Alcolu; Paul R. Lunsford. textile
Seniors leaving have thirty days
manufacturing junior of Char- from Graduation Day to evaculotte, N. C, and Jay Shuler. arts ate their houses, and the new asand sciences senior of McClellen- signments will be made during
ville.
this period.
Alpha Psi Omega is one of the
A new,
up-to-date
pre-fab
largest college honor fraternities, waiting list will be posted on
having over 210 chapters. Ad- Thursday, May 27. Cards have
mission to the Kappa Psi Chapter beep sent to all persons on the
at Clemson is based upon service present list asking-that they serve
to dramatics at Clemson.
notice immediately if they wish

(ampus Has Chapter
Of Alpha Psi Omega

AERO CLUB TAKES TO Al R AROUND PIEDMONT AREA

Other Officers Named
At Same Meet Tues.
Night In Clubroom
* David Banks, arts and science
senior of St. Matthews, was elected president for the coming year
of Blue Key, national honor fraternity, at a meeting of the club
held on Monday night.
At the same meeting, five
other officers were elected. Earle
Morris, arts and science junior
of Pickens. was elected vice-president of the group. Sam McGregor, dairying senior of Lykesland was elevated to post of recording secretary and Lewis B.
Smith, agronomy junior of Mullins, takes over the job of corresponding secretaryGiles Lewis, arts and science
junior ^of Orlando, Florida, was
chosen alumni secretary, while
Leo Kirven, >pre-medical junior
i of Pinewood, was elected to edit
J the Blue Key Directory, a publication that is printed at the beginning of each year as a service
to the students and faculty of
I Clemson. This book contains all
names of students enrolled at
Clemson along with their major
course, year, post office box, room
number and home address.

Blue Key, national honor leadership fraternity, recently elected officers for the coming year. Seated
on the front row left to right, are Earle Morris, vice-president; David Banks, president, and Sam McGregor, recording secretary. Standing left to right are Leo Kirven, editor of the coming Blue Key
directory; Lewis Smith, corresponding secretary; and Giles Lewis, alumni secretary.
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The newly organized Clemson Aero Club has recently purchased a plane shown in the background
with the 17 members. The members kneeling lef t to right are J. M. Jackson, director, T. J. Taylor,
O. H. Vaughn, T. R. Hawkins, J. F. Craig, treasurer, and R. R. Russell, vice-president. Standing left
to right are H. H. Leysath, J. M. McMillan, J. T. S quires, J. E. Dent, J. D. Hogan, business manager,
J. H. Dowling, W. R. Hale, M.M. Burley, W. B. K elsey, W. R. Dorsey, president, and K. R. Skelton.

Clemson Aero
Buys Small Plane For
Practicing Flying
The newly organized Clemson
pAero Club purchased a plane last
'week. Each of the club's tweni t.v-:one members owns an equal
! share in the plane and may fly at
• any time.
' . The plane is.kept at. the Central
i airport for use by the club during the school months. This summer each member will keep the
plane at his home for about a
week and it will be brought back
to Clemson next fall.
Officers in the club are Mickey
H. Dorsey, president; Robert T.
Russell, vice-president; Marvin
M. Burley, secretary; Julian F.
»'"cug, treasurer; and James D.
Hogan, business manager.

Alpha Phi Omega Had
Camporee Last Friday
With 300 Attending

Wesley Foundation
Will Install Officers
YMCA Holds Supper
Al Cabin Thursday
:

Highlighting this week's activities, the chicken supper, as plan
ned arid previously announced,
will be held at the, "Y" Cabin,
Thursday evening from 5:30 to
8:30 >p. m. This workers and contributors picnic, sponsored by the
YMCA, is to be one of the final
functions of the "Y" for this
semester.
Mr. Robert Frost and his deputation of students from the University of Tennessee gave a very
interesting and varied Vesper
program Sunday, May 16, and as
Mr. Holtzendorff also tells us,
left with a well received and well
entertained opinion of our school.
Rev. E. Wannamaker Hardin,
pastor of the Clemson Methodist
Church, will speak to the Vespers
group Sunday, May 23. The following Sunday, Wallace Friday,
pastor of the Bethel Methodist
Church, Spartanburg, will be here
as Vespers speaker.

The student officers of the
Clemson College Wesley Foundation for the coming fall will be
installed Sunday, May 30, at the
Clemson Methodist Church. These
officers are Robert F. Wiggins of
Mullins, president; Fred Lancaster
of Port Royal, first vice president'
William T. Ashley of Pikeville
Kentucky, second vice president:
Lewis A. Carson of Orangeburg
third vice president; Henry Pittman of Bishopville, secretary; Arthur Banks of St. Matthews
treasurer; Henry Black of Ruffin
publicity.
Also P. Charles Davis of Greenville, editor of "The Bugle"; Jack
Lesley of Easley, socials; Thee
Monroe of Marion, deputations
and James Neves of Taylors
world service.
The occasion of the installation
will be the observance of Wesley
Foundation Sunday. Lamar T
' Judy of Orangeburg, and H. Lloyc
I Lancaster, Jr. of Port Royal, presidents of the Wesley Foundation
for the past year, will report on
• the year's activities.
Tlie support of a native pastor
in India has been one of the
many projects carried through by
the Methodist students of Clem| son this year.
The pastor, E. Wannamaker
j Hardin, will conduct the services
I which will be the final worship
! services of the current semester.
!
The seventy-five Methodist seniors
.will be honored at this time.

The local chapter of Alpha Phi
Omega, local scouting fraternity
gave a camporee for scouts from
Oconee and Pickens counties last
Friday night on the seneca River
Approximately 250 to 300 attended the affair. George Fant acted
as master of ceremonies while
Bill Darby gave the boys a talion Alpha Phi Omega.
A Court of Honor was held foi
the attending Scouts, and the following made the awards: Bil
Sloan, tenderfoot; Jimmy Addison, second class; Don Garren,
first class;, and N. C. Brackett,
life.
Seven students and two proProfessor ' L. G. Kelly, town
scoutmaster and local advisor for fessors from the Clemson cheoter
the local chapter of Alpha Phi of Blue Key visited in Greenville
Tuesday night for the purpose of
Omega, was also on hand.
the installation of the Furman
Blue Key chapter. Men making
Phi Eta Sigma Offers the trip were David Banks, Gilbert Hardee, Jimmy Young. Fred
Thad E. Green has been recogHelp Freshman Men
The local chapter of Phi Eta Norris, Earle Morris, Giles Lewis, nized posthumously by the CarSigma, national freshman honor Lewis Smith, Professor F. B. negie Hero Fund commission for
fraternity, is conducting review Sherman and Dr. D. W. Daniel. the act of heroism which cost him
A banquet was held at the his life last Julv 31. His parents
and tutoring classes for all interPoinsett
Hotel beginning at 8:00 | Mr< and Mrs. Thad E. Green of
ested freshmen.
Help is being offered in fresh- p. m. with Dr. Daniel the prin- ' Route 3> TayiorSi have received
speaker. Two students from | a bronze medal in his behalf..
man math, English, and chemis- cipal
the Wofford chapter were- also in Green, who would have gradtry, H. E. Lee, president of the attendance. Mr. Schaeffer Kend- f
uated from Clemson College in
fraternity, said.
rick, an alumni member of the |
Classes are being held in Room University of South Carolina June, was a civil engineering
30 of the Tillman Hall evenings chapter and at present an attorney | junior.
The report of the Carnegie inbetween 6:45 and 8:00.
All in Greenville, gave some remarks
vestigators
reads as follows:
freshmen who desire.help in any on Blue Key.
"Thad E. Green, 24. student
of these "subjects are invited to
The invocation was delivered j died saving Sterling T. Turner
attend the classes.
by Dr Alton Greenlaw. a mem- j Sr 59 farmer, from suffocatior
ber of the Furman faculty, after in a weUj Tayiors, s. C, July 31
which, Henry Vogel, newly elect- 1947. While being hoisted on f
ed president of the Furman chap- windlass-rope in a well 50 feel
ter, gave some remarks. This was deep. Turner was overcome by
followed by the history and pur- gas and fell in water four feel
pose of Blue Key by Joe Sowell deep. Green, who knew sulphu'
of Wofford. Earle Morris next had been burned in the well
gave a description of the Blue descended the rope Hand unde.
to remain on the list. Placing or Key, and Gile Lewis delivered the hand.
this list is by date of applica- administration of oath. Dr. Daniel
"Two minutes later, Green, whe
tion only, and assignments are then gave his address.
could not be seen by men at the
made accordingly.
windlass, called that Turner wa?
Several 'persons at the head o<
tiea and should be drawn up
the list are not now in school Wooodward, Howard
alone because his condition was
They must be admitted to colserious. Turner was raised by
lege before taking over a house At Columbus Meet
means of the rope and removed
If they are not enrolled at the
from the well. The rope was
Mr. "Jake" Woodward and again lowered but Green called
time a house becomes available,
the next person in line is offer- Coach Frank Howard attended a that he could not find it. He
ed the house. The former may meeting of the Chatahoochee Val- was not heard from thereafter.
remain at the top of the list if ley Alumni Chapter last Friday
"Forty-five minutes later a man
he still wants a house when he is night, May 14, in Columbus, was lowered with a rope securely
admitted.
Georgia.
tied to him. He tied Green, who
If a person is in school when a
Mr. A. H. Priester, class of '32, was under water, to him with anpre-fab becomes available, he president of the chapter, is su- other rope, and both were drawn
must either take over the house perintendent and manager of the to the top. Green was drowned.
at once or have his name removed Hillside plant of the Callaway Turner was revived and recoverfrom the list.
Textile Mills.
ed."

Number of Prefabs To
Be Vacated in Tune

9 Attend Installation
Banquet Of Blue Key
At Furman Tuesday

Clemson Man Cited
For Heroic Rescue

Ag Group
Goes To
Ga. Meet
The Agricultural Engineering
students and faculty members of
Clemson College attended an all
day master conservation demonstration near Winder, Georgia, on.
May 12. The demonstration was
sponsored by a committee of Soil
Conservation District Supervisors, representatives.- ,of Winder
Civic Clubs, and. The Atlanta
Journal.
Over 600 men and all types of
machinery and equipment made
possible the biggest farm demonstration the South has ever seen.
Eroded gullies were filled, fields
were terraced, plowed, limed, fertilized, and seeded.
Irrigation
equipment was set up that supplied water to a large portion of
the farm.
Power saws were demonstrated
for thinning small timber and
cutting pulp wood. Barns were
constructed and painted, and the
168 acre farm was fenced and
cross fenced for cattle. Drainage
channels were straightened, and a.
two acre fish pond was constructed and stocked with fish.
The various Farm Equipment
Companies used different sections
of the farm to demonstrate their
most modern machinery under
actual operating conditions.
Featui-ed on the afternoon
program were addresses by Gov.
M. E. Thompson, W. M. Hollenbeck, .Chairman of the Board of
Supervisors of the OcOnee River
Soil Conservation District, The
Rev. E. H. Collins, Wright Bryan,
Editor of The Atlanta Journal,
Congressman John S. Wood,
George B. Mock, President of The
Georgia Association of Soil Conservation District Supervisors, and
Dr. H. H. Bennett, Chief of The
Soil Conservation Service, Washington, D. C.
An estimated 50,000 to 60,000
people witnessed the large scale
demonstration that was completed
in one day.

Rev. Maxie Collins To
Speak To Baptists
Rev. Maxie C. Collins is to
speak at Clemson College Baptist
Church this Sunday, May 23, at
11:30 A. M. Mr. Collins will
5peals on "The Christian's Responsibility as a Citizen."
He is the executive secretary
of the South Carolina Federated
Forces for Temperance and Law
Enforcement. He went into this
work from the pastorate of Piedmont, S. C. While serving as
executive secretary of the Preparedness for Peace Commission,
he made a thorough study of the
South Carolina state government.
This experience has enabled him
to speak with authority on the
political situation in South Carolina.
Mr. Collins was a trouble
shooter during the 1947 Religious
Emphasis Week at Clemson. He
s speaking in the absence of Mr.
Harold Cole, pastor of the church.
Mr. Cole is attending the South?rn Baptist Convention at Memphis, Tenn.

Textile Faculty Men
Go To Myrtle Beach
Three members of the Clemson
Textile faculty attended the meeting of the Southern Textile Association held at Myrtle Beach last
week. The professors attending
were Bratton Williams. J. C. Hubbard and H. B. Wilson. John
Wigington of the Textile Foundaion also made the trip with the
instructors.
The association includes textile
men from North and South Carolina and Georgia.

B. S. U. Will Holds Its
Final Event Of Year
The B. S. U. will hold its final
event of the year on Wednesday,
May 26, at the Baptist Church.
According to Pat Hance, social
vice-president of the B. S. U..
there will be either a treasure
hunt of a scavenger hunt, followed by refreshments. W. M.
Patrick and the young ladies in
the Training Union will serve.
Charles Still, president of the B.
S. U., will announce the staff of
officers for the '48-'49 Training
Union of the B. S. U.
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Travillian Bill Greenlee Relates Time Treasurer's Staff Untangled Much Red
Is Against He Blacked Glerason's Boots Tape To Pay Government Uniform Refund
Tax Cuts
D CLEMSON
'AMILIAR FACES
By HOWELL ARTHUR
Tuesday afternoon the treasurers office began paying 1147 government uniform compensations
, ranging . from nine dollars to
nearly fifty" dollars to cadets in
! elementary and advanced ROTC
programs.
The actual dispensing of envelopes and packets was no simple
required infinite pa: task, and
tience on the part of the office's
; small staff of cashiers. But that
\ phase of the undertaking was not
on a scale with the preliminaries.
On April 26 Mr. Brown, the
| treasurer, received., the money,
an unstated sum, from the Federal
A few days later
; Government.
I the commandant gave him an ap!
proximate list of men who would
; receive money and amounts they
'would receive. A voucher show- ing everything but amounts of, individual payments was formulatj ed from this.
Still later, a change list was
compiled from the -information
j on hand, and on May 4 the bank
i was notified' as to how rmich
j change would be needed—some[ thing over one thousand one-^ldl■
j lar bills, for instance.

By JOHN LANE

; , Bill: Grernlee. - 71 retired gar; collector and employee of
Clemson College for 71 voarS
Although he has been at C
his.wife. Annie TV :
son only a little ov
celebrated
thenmonths, Professor Wallace- -A.
anniversary at the!
Travillian of' the economic
hdun
W
partment has made numerous photographer had snapr.
couple in-several poses. Eiil
friends of both students
J
'Cap, how "oput a 'picture of flfc
faculty alike.
an' my horse'.'"
Travillian came to Clemson as
Commenting on his fifty years
instructor of economics in Sep- of married life Bill said. "I had
tember of '47, having received his to steal dai Nigger, but she's been
master's degree from the Uni- a good un."
Asked about 'the' wedding
versity of Virginia in the preeec..ing June. During the time that replied. "Well. Sir Ju
married us fifty ye.
he was working for his degree;
■'My first job at Clemson."
however, he did varied co-instruc- Bill ■ reminisced, ."was bli
tional work along with his- stucues. Mr! "Clemson's high boots wid red
and this experience along with - tops—for. ten cents a day! Of
extended work in his major field | course I got my s'aar? uv
i and peach brandy from the cellar.
have aided him greatly in present- : and plenty to-eat. .He was good
ing his lectures in a most interest- j to me. too."
ing manner.
Continuing, he said, "Mr. ClemARMY PERSONNEL DIRECTOR son used to call his hogs up in a
deepj gully where the college is
Having received his B. S. de- now and feed 'em salt. He'd blow
gree from the heretofore mention- on a horn, and the hogs, all marked Virginia school in 1940. Pro- | ed in dem days, would come fur
fessor Travillian was employed j dat salt."
in the sales and accounting de"I: used to drive him over to
partment of-B. F. Goodrich Rub- ; Pendleton on Sunday," Bill addber Company in Akron, Ohio. ed, "sittin' up high and feelin'
With the coming of the war he like a king. He'd let me drive
"Hello Sonny, Did you want
entered the army serving the ■ around Pendleton during church,
to get a book?", the attendant at
colors for four and one half years. if I promised not to let no trashy
the desk asked between chomps
Of this time, some eighteen folks git in."
on her bubble gum.
months were overseas, where he
A well known and universally■•"Precisely why I am here my
was a M-sgt. in charge of per- liked figure on the Clemson camdear," I reiterated. "I want 'Swatsonnel at the 237th General Hos-' pus, Bill can be seen almost any
"Hurt him?"
"Nine. Bought the fust one termania, A Disease Prevalent
pital in France; his job consisted day, sitting on his wagon, humfrum Judge . Fowler—uh back Among Houseflies' by Shrdlu."
"He died frum it!"
of placing approximately 450 men ming some improvised tune, hold"Heh; heh, there were only
Bill then told the story of his yonder when Mr. McGee was killon suitable places.
ing out his hand ceremoniously altercation with the "Nigger" over ed by dat corn shredder."
three issues, of that book publishfor left and right turns, and a dollar Bill owed him. Said
ENJOYS DANCES, SPORTS
"You really love that horse, ed and two of them Were burned
in thefire that destroyed the great
Travillian told your reporter giving a snappy salute to his the "Nigger drawed a knife on don't you, Bill?"
him." He served five months in
that he has no particular hobbies, "white folks.'"
'"Fessef, I feeds my horse fust. Alexandria. Library," was her
Last Christmas he was sipping jail and five years on the chain Den if anything left, I eats."
comeback.
but that he has enjoyed the Clem"Heh heh Hell," I saicL "it's on
son dances as well as the school's a lemonade a campus lady gave gang in Pickens County. Said he ■ Bill sat back on his horse and
sporting events. As for sports he him. He looked up at her dis- and the Sheriff left with commit- grew slightly seatimentel. Said my parallel list."
'My nose bleeds for' you," sne
emphasized that he liked them appointedly and said, "Miss, dis ment papers for the gang. The he'd "wrote a song for Annie and
"purely from the spectators point ain't bad, but it would be better sheriff's wife fixed him a basket sung it to her Sadday night, 'cause said and turned back to the newif dey was a liddle sump'n more of chicken and cake. He added she'd been so good 'bout puttin'. est True Detective.
of view."
"Okay; I'm not so long to get
TAX REDUCTION HARMFUL 'thor'tative to re-solve on dis ice!" a bottle of White Rabbit. On the up wid him." He threw back his.
When Bill was retired last June, way up the mountains, the sheriff's head and sang in a voice with' a hard with, gimme the SeptemWhen we put the question of from his rounds of Clemson back
ber 1937 copy of 'Birdlover's
horses gave out and Bill went the genuine appeal:
lower income taxes before him, yards, a well known campus lady
rest of the way, three miles, "Precious Lord, take my hand; Guide' so I can get my termpaper
Mr. Travillian stated that as for remarked, "Garbage has lost its
carrying a pistol the sheriff gave , Lead me on 'cause I can't stand. written," I said.
as a personal view he is, as every- glamor I"
"Those books have been sent
him "for protection." At the end Precious Lord, take my hand
one else, completely content for
foff
to be bound. Now, dammit,
! Among the gifts from a few of the first week he borrowed a
. an' lead me home.
income taxes to be reduced, but
saddle and rode a mule back to First I'm weak and 'den I'm wise, Jemme alone so I can read."
-Clemson
friends
who
learned
of
for the welfare of the country it
| The individuals that inhabit
Clemson to see Annie and her 'Cause I know I'm: satisfied,
it a poor time to reduce taxes in the anniversary were pictures of
libraries are intellectuals who
Bill and Annie sitting in various young baby: Said when he came' Precious. Lord, take my
any amount. Commenting on the
jfinc| it hard to sink to the levels
pases, the two best in a double by the coal c.b4Ate,-at,..Calhour-. "it
an'
lescrme-"horne-.'
'
outlook of- a depression. Travilf the' undergraduate. Therefore,
| frame. When Annie saw them bunsh o' Niggers that had swore
A
story
is
told
of
Bill's
reaction
lian seemed very optimistic.when
a pack o' lies 'bout dat Nigger not to the People's State Bank failure Tany attempt to carry on a bit
she
exclaimed,
"Lawd,
ain't
I
a
he told us: "With the existing dedrawin' a knife on him" broke some years ago. It is said that he of friendly- chit-chat soon turns
mand for consumer's goods, I do sight'" and immediately began to
into a monologue.
call the neighbors in. There war and ran for the woods when they was talking to the local banker:
not see a possibility of depression
I tried to console myself in
saw him coming. .
quite
a
gathering
within
minutes.
"Cap, couldn't you see dat
in the near future.
"Know' how much money I had mirms' sign comin' d'p orr'-yS' looking through 'the file. It
and much 1 o u ri. goodnatured
• HAILS FROM "VIRGINNY"
didn't take me long to see that
laughter. Bill was out making the ! when I-got out, Cap? I had $700 books?"
Professor Travillian is one pf I rounds on his horse, lettin' the in a Easley b
Jrio new sex-books had been add"No, Bill."
six children, his -hometown,;bling. i res! of the folks know about his
"Where'd you get it, Bill?"
d, 'but I did find a book that was
"Couldn't none of cfem
Charloflesyilte
"White folks give it to me! nographers in dere see dat minus
i anniversary, and suggesting tha't
his brothers MOW make .', their •j .-the donation should be at least "a I'm jest a 'right Nigger', Cap!"
sign?"
you note from Annie. Here is the
homes'in Ch:
file, where ! tfent fur each year uv service,"
"How'd they treat you on the
"No—but suppose they had— gist:
one .
;.-■-Kext. day Bill rode his. hoarse gang?"
suppose you had been in there,
"I want you to please thank all
Citizen*s Bank
"Cap. eley .ain't never put a Bill. What would you have
; round to thank the writer for his
that
had a hand in the surprise—
the other
i.part in the "membrance" and sat stripe' on me, an' 'I. wore b
dond?"
Oh, what a surprise—Thank you
bile distributor there-. -A:pernam- ' lor ah- interview. "Yes. Sir." he clothes dam "jive years dan I ever,
"Boss. I'd a NOL-PROSSED! Or all!"
ing brother Is/th'e manager of the | said. "I can tell the good folks fum have since."
in diffrunt words—I'd a got
Goodrich SUvertotvji .store in At- j'do bad by dere trash cans."
Bill's; income under the State mine!",
lanta, Georgia.
Retirement Plan is "Thirty-two
i . "How.do you do it. Bill?'
"How'd , you spend Saturday
dollars and one nickel." He says night, Bill?"
VIRGINIA HOKOK SYSTEM ! ''Horse sense, Cap."
;. "You wouldn't want to'give-me Annie warned him, "Don't you
SUCCESS ■
"Well, Cap, you see, some oi
take no checks for doin' jobs an' my friends slipped me a bottle of
In making a sta^eTnerit as to the •the formula."
-Four Roses. - An' you . know 1
success of the fceftor system em- j "Cap,,' maybe we jest better haulin' trash right ro;i: - stop yo' pay." Bi! ! added.
ain't had nothin'- better dan Old
ployed .'at the
: .Vir- (leave dat-out—NOL PROS it!'
Poole an'
ittleiohn do:i'c Wilkins .Family. Well. Sir, I went
ginia, Professor Trav-illias empha- v' "Bill, did you ever see Mr. T-iUtole
me
dey
ain't
got
nuthin'
to
home, got me a glass an' a rockin'
tically told us tha' "if 'does"operate ! man?" .
successfully''. -The reason it. does,." I "Yas. Sir. I wuz 'round -him do wid how much I work right on. chair, opened clat bottle—an' frum
he continued, :■"!• think; rests on cinri Mi- Simpson, Mr. Coc Lewis. Dr. T'oole say I oughta be gettin' dere on, I jest set and let dem
■ pension. My INsurance
the determination of the students' an' Mr. Clemson, waitin' on 'cm,
y maybe sump'n comin' roses bloom!"
to make'it- work:" He went oh'to An; Mr Tillman would 'kc,
he end of a very ea.iovabie
say that he had s;e
a v'uii John B ■cocked o.ver h
—%ever
take
h
off
like
de
interview,
Bill" got' off his hirs"Ho
you
had.
of students .la-kim
Hp»uons.
But Cap,- youii! Nigger as I
with no :.
and handed the writer a'thank, F*pulU tell dat Mr. Tiihaan could
that no, tiLi
was evidj
r system /set further wid dat or
aiTy de rest uv 'em could wid
was established- at the Unix <
in 1942 and is completely handled two!"
"Bill, the colored folks are makby the students.
,When in Anderson visit our store for quality items of
ing "application to enter Clemson.
Travillian do^s nevj plan to I see. Do you regret not being
hardware reasonably priced.
teach during the summer session
able to get an education at the
Also a complete line of Paints
at Clemson this year, as he plans college?"
to do graduate work towards his
Alumni of Class '27
"Naw Sir, Cap. I got so much
Phd. degree.
mother wit I don' b'lieve it would
Assistant Secretary of the Navy take."
"I never saw you on a mule,
John Nicholas Brown has deOn Sale at Your Favorite Eating Place
scribed Naval AviatidVi as "the Bill. Don't you like mules?"
"I
rode
one
home
from
de
chain
heart of the Navy, and upon the
COX'S PEANUT BUTTER SANDWICHES AND
Air Arm rests the burden of gang," he said simply.
"Didn't know you'd ever been
maintaining the sea'power we now
COOKIES
have. The Navy, as a combat or- on the gang, Bill. What did you
do?"
ganization, is as strong as its
"I hit a Nigger on de head."
aviation."
Ry W. ROY ELLISON, JR.

A LITTLE TEST OF MILITARY

Bach man to be paid was allotted a serial number which was
stamped on an envelope along with
his name and the amount he was
to ' receive. The commandant
closed the payroll on May 14, and
Mr. Brown drew his change from
the bank.
Then one of the biggest jobs
began.
Treasurer's office personnel had to make up more than
six hundred nine-dollar packets.
Counting ten when you lose your
temper may be a comfort, but
counting nine six hundred times
would cause most people to lose
their minds.
The commandant closed his
records (whatever that means. He
probably just shut his ledgerbook) on May 15. At noon on
May 17 he authorized the treasurer to begin payment. From this
final authorization the voucher
was completed and the amount
due each student was indicated
on his pay envelope. On the
morning of May 18 envelopes
were stuffed, and, as has herej tofore been recorded, 'payment be, gan that afternoon.
It was a hard fight, but we won!

Staff Writer Deplores
Red Tape At Library
indirectly related to the subject
I was doing research on. The girl
at the desk took my application
for the book without any comment: When she brought it back,
I leafed through it and discovered to my horror that it was written in German.
Meekly, I mentioned my plight
to the desk clerk and she respondted by hitting me across the mouth
with a German primer.
There was nothing I could do
but try to decipher some of the
printed text of the book. What
would you do if you had a two
thousand word theme to write in
exactly, twelve hours? Well Hell,
I'm the persistent type. Going
to an unoccupied table, I got out
my flashlight and started to read.
A floorwalker sidled up and said,
"You don't need that now that we
have had the new lights installed."
He must not have liked it when
I said. "Why don't you cut them
on then." People don't usually
hit me over the head with a blackjack for nothing.
After I had translated the first
two pages they cut out all the
lights. (The 'exit lights, that is.
You see, they are required by
state law.) I remembered "the
poker game that never ends"
down in my room and realized it
was useless to carry the book
down there. I just checked the
book back in and conditioned myself to the "I" that was in store
for me on the course.
I didn't get an "I" though. All
that I am or hope to be, I owe
to my old lady who had the same
professor the previous year.

Spring inspection at Clemson was held May 10 and 11 with the
entire cadet corps taking part in the two day affair-. Clemson's
inspecting officer looked over each company during- the outside
inspection held Tuesday on Bowman Field. Cadets expressed
glad tidings when the whole affair was finished.

Annual Baptist Student Retreat Scheduled
For June 9 Thru 16 At Ridgecrest (amp
The twenty-second annual
Southwide Baptist Student Retreat will be held at Ridgecrest,
North Carolina, June 9-16. This
conference is to be the largest
annual meeting of its kind in the
world, 3,000 students being expected this year. The assembly
grounds 18 miles east of Asheville
are 600 acres in the heart of the
Blue Ridge Mountains.
Any student interested in attending the Ridgecrest student
conference should contact James
Spangenberg at the Baptist
Church before May 30. the last
date for reservations. The costs
of the entire week at Ridgecrest
will be about $20 exclusive of
travel expenses.
Among the adult leaders taking part on the program are Dr.
T. F. Adams, pastor of the First
Baptist Church and speaker at
Clemson's religious emphasis
week next year; Dr. C. Roy Angell, pastor of the Central Baptist
Church in Miami; Dr. C. Oscar
Johnson, president of the Baptist
World Alliance; Dr. Walter Judd,
congressman from Minnesota and
former Presbyterian missionary to

China; Dr. M. T. Rankin, Baptist
missions executive; Dr. Chester
Swor, noted youth speaker; and
Mr. Charles A. Wells, journalist
and cartoonist.
in addition to these speakers a
staff of teachers will^lead classes
in Bible study iVd study of techniques for Christianity on the
campus. A feature event each
evening are the forum groups
dealing with topics ranging from
courtship and belief to Christian
ethics and cultural problems.
The Clemson B. S. U. is responsible for the Sunrise Service on
Mount Rattlesnake, highest mountain in the immediate vicinity of
Ridgecrest. This service is one
of the most impressive of the
entire week.
Two Clemson men, Wm. P.
Roberts and Cecil Walters, will
sing at the Morning Watch service each morning with the- Winthrop sextet. Around 2,000 students attend these early morning
services. The BSU quartet is also
preparing some humorous songs
for the talent parade.

NEW ARROW WHITE AND SPORT SHIRTS
fit

HOKE SLOAN rS
CLEMSON, S. C.

EAFORTH

OLD SPICE

SPECIAL

NECKSITl

Lotioni- Shaving Mugs

Shaving Crear% - Talc

Distributor, U. S. Baking Co. Cakes and

STONE BROTHERS

CLEMSON STUDENTS ALWAYS WELCOME

10S N. MAIN ST.

■

GREENVILLE, g. C.

After Shaving Talc

Regular $1,00 Value,

$1.00 each
Plus Tax

Shaving Cream

39c

Talcum, large

53c

;s

50c
Plus) Tax

Shaving Necessities
For Men

Capital City Potato Chips

Civilian and Military Clothes
Complete Outfitter to Men, Young Men and Students

Men's Cologne

DEODC

MENKEN'S... -

Easley, South Carolina

Shaving Mugs

TUSSY

MAYFAIR GRILL
ANDERSON, S. C.

k. G. martin

lompany

P. S. McCollum, Owner
"The Official College Book and Supply Sfore"
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NOTHING LIKE FEEDING ONES FACES AT A BARBECUE

Alumni Hold
Barbecue at

Lunsford Electe

YMCA Hut

Members of the Clemson Alumni Chapter and the! • guests enjoyed a barbecue at the "Y" Cabin
last Wednesday night. Some of the people attending the confab were caught just taking life easy
and having a good time in general.' Major Martin, Professor R. K. Eaton, "Uncle Jake" Woodward,
Professor Sam Rhodes, Professor T. A. Hendricks (drinking coffee), Dr. D. W. Daniel, Professor
W. G. Blair, Professor Mark Bradley, and Mr. Clinkscales make merry with the rest-of the group.

and death k

Members of the Clemson Alumni Chapter enjoyed a barbeque
last Wednesday night. May 12. at
the "Y" cabin. Members of the
football team were invited to help
put away the food.
Bratton Williams, class of '25
president of the club, made a
speech in which he called for
greater interest and activity
among the members. Dr. R. H.
Fike, class of '08, spoke on the
practice of passing ball players
because of their ability on the
field instead of their ability in the
classroom. He was pleased to
state that such a practice was not
in use at Clemson. He also
praised the fine work of the
coaches.
"Red" Richie had charge of all
important task of preparing the
food. Comirhttees were appointed to take care of classes '03 and
'08 during the class reunions to be
held duririg commencement weekend.
M

Hamilton Hill Does More Ball Team Drops
Than Just Work In Office Newberry's Indians

NEW HEAD

Freeman Elected
My Beta Psi Prexy
E. A- Freeman, animal husbandry junior of Clemson. was
elected president of Mu Beta Psi
at a recently held meeting of the
fraternity.
D. M. Jenkins, electrical engineering junior of Union, was elected vice-president: J. R. Co'
agricultural engineering junior of
Inman. was made secretary; and
J. E. Bell, mechanical engineering junior of Orangeburg. was
elected treasurer.
Eleven new members were also
taken into the organization. They
are H. C. Sha'dwell of Columbia
R. G. Mace of Gresham. R. B
Gasque of Marion, R. G. Lieby of
Sumter, and F. W. Barton of
Aiken.
Also J. B. Berrv of Dun woody
Ga., J. M. Hammett of Gaffhey
G. S. Flynn of Lancaster, R. E,
Nix and R. E. Warner of Florence,
and A. D. Stalvey of Georgetown.
Professor E. Emerson Waite has
taken over as faculty advisor for
the fraternity. Professor Waite is
the first faculty advisor the club
has had since the war.

By laying down a barrage of 19
hits which netted a total of 13
INTERESTED IN COLLEGE CLUBS
Mr. Hamilton Hill has repeatedruns, Clemson's Baseball Tigers
ripped through Newberry 13-9
ly said that one of his main in- !
W«««p(«!o»™w>"«
here last Friday afternoon. The
terests at Clemson College is helpvictory was sweet revenge for
ing to organize and to carry on
the Tigers who had dropped a
student extra-curricular activities
mid-season engagement to Coach
Billy Laval's Indians. By taking
such as fraternities and publicathis tilt Coach Cox's men strengtions. And a sure thing it is
thened their position in the State
that most of the organizations to
standings and took, undisputed
which he lends his experienced
possession of the second spot.
guidance and counsel eould not dc
Some 3,000 fans saw five hurlwithout his aid for long.
ers from both sides parade to the
Yet such work, and hard work
mound in attempts to stem the
it is, is completely "extra-curricuheavy hitting attacks of both
lar" with Mr. Hill. His official
squads. Some 31 hits, including
title is Assistant Business M
six home runs were pounded out.
ger, and his official duties do not
Tigers Start Spree
include playing wet nurse to camClemson jumped to the lead
pus social and service groups
which it never relinquished in its
When Alpha Phi Omega, nahalf of the first by registering
tional honorary scouting and serfour
tallies. The runs came from
vice fraternity, recently initiated
six consecutive singles on the
a new batch of "torches", a quesparts of the first six Tigers to
tion arose as to who should be
step to the plate. Lefty Horton,
selected to sponsor them. Herestarting Indian hurler, was jerked
tofore, national headquarters ha:.
at this point by Coach Bill>
chosen the sponsor from amor.
Laval
and replaced by Ed Dukes.
men prominent in American pubThe Newberry righthander quelllic life, but this year the problem
He
and
his
wife
live
just
off
ed the Tiger attack and retired
had been dum-ped in the laps of campus in the town of Clemson.
the sides. Newberry gained one
local chapters with the suggestion
run in the second from two singthat faculty members who had and "like it so well we don't go
les and an error, and another in
shown interest in the fraternity away except when we have to."
the fourth from a home run by
be honored. It didn't take long Mr. Hill's hobbies are fishing and
their third sacker, Robbie Scarfor Clemson's chapter to decide gardening, but he also ' doesn't
borough.
unanimously on Hamilton Hill "miss a baseball game if I can
The Tigs countered in their
who has done more perhaps than help it."
half of the same inning by notchany other person to cement relaOne thousand season tickets ing two tallies and led 6-2.
Mr. Hill says that he values
tions between the faculty and
have been made immediately
Deanhardt Homers
the
association
of
Clemson
young
Alpha Phi Omega. At the society's
available for the 1948-49 ConClemson turned the contest into
initiation banquet some weeks men more than anything else he
ago Mr. Hill compared the,deed to can think of, and his work proves cert Series on the condition, how- a rout in the fifth by sending
starting a baby out in life with his words aren't just idle chatter. ever, that 500 of these tickets will three more tallies across the platbe set aside to be purchased by ter as Big Luke Deanhardt
a bad name, but members of the
members of the College staff. This slapped a hard hit circuit blow
society didn't look at it that way.
includes
the faculty and their j to right center with a couple on
In addition to his affiliation
wives and people in the Clemson ' the sacks. Newberry got one
with Alpha Phi Omega, Mr. Hill
community. These tickets will more in the sixth and the Coxis an honorary member of the
be
held until June 1 for the staff, men countered again by racking
Central Dance Association, of the
Winners of a "guessing con- and all not sold by this date will three more in the seventh.
Taps staff, and of the Blue Key.
The Indians had their biggest
Born in Carlisle in Union County, test" to determine the number be made available to the general
of
cans
contained
in
a
canning
public.
inning
in the eighth as they saw
Hamilton Hill spent most of his
container, one of the displays of
Tickets for the concerts have four men cross the plate. Chapyouth in Jonesville, attending
the Food Preservation Display of been going at a brisk pace this man,
Indian
first baseman,
:J-arnmy^r (school and finishing
the horticulture exhibit at the week, and patrons are urged to slammed a three run homer over
high school there. He went to
Clemson Fair held on the campus order tickets now to be sure of the left field hedge.
; Blue Ridge School for Boys in
this past week end were an- seeing the '48-'49 series.
Moore Hits Big One
Hendersonville, N. C, and to Wofnounced this week, by Jack Clegg,
In the bottom of the eighth
Season tickets may be secured
ford College, and has for fourteen
chairman of the exhibit.
by writing to the President's Of- with the score standing 12-7 in
years been a member of the adOf
some
seven
hundred
votes
|
fice,
Clemson, S. C. Price is $5.00, favor of the Tigers, Catcher
visory council for the former incast there were two winners: A. including tax.
Gene Moore stepped up and layed
stitution. He lived in Greenville
C. Altaian, agricultural sophoStudents are admitted on their into one of Dukes pitches and
for ten years and in Columbia
more of Galivants Ferry, and H. Athletic Identification Card, hav- sent it sailing across the left
for eight years before accepting
N. McGuire, pre-medicine junior ing previously paid for the con- field wall. It was Moore's third
his present position in February,
of Clemson. Of the two prizes, certs in their activity. Students' of the year and his second in two
1940.
Altman received four jars of wives must have the regular Con- games.
peach jam and three jars of plum cert Series tickets.
Bill Voiselle, former New York' jam while McGuire chose as his
Giant now playing with the Bos- ; prize six cans of peaches. The
Hot Dogs — Hamburgers
ton Braves, has hung up three actual number of cans in the vat J. M. Windham Heads
Open Until 1:00 A. M.
consecutive pitching victories for was 211. There were twelve ties
his new teammates thus far this for second 'prize, each of these Air Conditioning And
TIGER'S DEN
year. The big righthander is winners received two cans of Refrigeration Depts.
Opposite
Post Office
from Ninety Six, S. C.
: peaches each.
Mr. J. M. Windham, Jr., class
of '39, mechanical engineering,
BUSINESS MACHINES
from Polk County, Ga., has been
OFFICE SUPPLIES
employed
by
the
Engle
Electric
Welcome to
STUDENT SUPPLIES
Company as manager of the air
conditioning and commercial reOconee Office
frigeration department in LakeSupply
land, Florida.
Sales and Service
For the past two years, Mr.
STEAKS AND SEAFOOD A SPECIALTY
Windham served as sales engineer
Phone 472 — Box 509
J. R. Ellison, Owner
for the Westinghouse Electric
(Call us collect)
Corporation. Prior to that he Was
125 North Main Street
Anderson, S. C.
Seneca, S. C.
in Army ordnance for five years,
holding the rank of captain.
By HOWELL ARTHUR

Poppy Day To Be Observed Here On May-2$;
ales Will Bo Handled By Local Members

offi i
f the Cl'inLittle Theater for the '48-'49 session were elected at a meeting of
the group held on Monday night
Paul R. Lunsford, textile manufacturing junior of Charlotte,
was chosen to fill the position of
president. Lunsford has bee
active in the Little Theater since
its reactivation over a year ZP
He is a member of Alpha Psi
Omega, national honorary dramatic fraternity. Lunsford, who
served as production manager or
"Blithe Spirit" and advertis'
manager on "The Bishop Misbehaves," was recently awarded the
Little Theater key for dramatic
service to Clemson.
Mrs. Libba Bradley McGarrii.
takes over the vice-presidency,
Mrs. McGarrity. a resident of
Clemson, has been instrumental
in initiating the Little Theater
on the campus.
Jefferson Davis McMahan III
textile manufacturing junior o
Columbia, was elected to fill the
position of secretary. McMahar
was production manager on "The
Male Animal."
Thomas B. Love, arts and
sciences senior of Manning, was
installed as business manager of
the group. Love is a member of
Alpha Psi Omega: Robert A.
Julian, arts and sciences junior
of Greenwood was elected librarian.
James L. Spangenburg, Clayton
C.-Mays, and R. E. Ware are the
members of the executive {3oard
at large. Mr. James P. Winters
was reelected advisor to the organization.
It has been announced by the
retiring president, David Peebles,
that season tickets will be sold to
community people and students
next year at the price of two
dollars and one dollar respectively. This price, includes admission
to all Little Theater plays and
presentations for the '48-'49 year
and for all receptions.
Joe Landrum, former Clemson
College pitcher, has been optioned by the Greenville Spinners to Asheville, N. C. Landrum pitched the Tigers to the
Eastern intercollegiate Baseball
Tournament in 1947.

Notr-;

^he V; I

POPPY MAKER
By JTM .'RICE
Saturday, May 29, will be national Poppy Day, held in commemoration of the Americr
dead of World War I and II
noppy on every coat—remembrance in every heart," is ft e
of the American Legion Auxiliary
for Poppy Day.
At Clemson. Mrs. A. E. Schilletter is in charge' of Poppy Da:
sales on the campus. She will faassisted by a group who will sel
the poppies, but will be workin;
on an entirely voluntary basis anc
will receive no compensation fo:
their work.
What is the significance of th
Poppy? First, we wear the popp'oiice a year to express the feeling of reverence that is a
in our heart for the men who die'-:
for America in* the two Worl
'Wars. The poppy is their flower
It grew on the battle-fields i
France ana Belgium where r
many of them fought and dier
it grew over their fresh gtavesthe one touch of beauty and iif
in all that region of destruction

SPORTING GOODS

/; tffiUlg

poppy.
Second, w
help lighten the b
thqse
who are still and
offering and hardship- "
E the
wars, the disab1: "
; and
the families at
'■ and disabled. Mali
gives
employme!
f disabled men th'ri
he winter
who otherwisf would be unable
to earn anythh
d the support of themselves -or their
families.
If you h
. ed the
men making poppies in the hospitals, it will be difficult for you
to realize that having. These little
flowers made by tne disabled is
one of the largest pieces of welfare work done by the American
Legion Auxiliary. What form of
' could be more effective than
helping the
= ;.;:! men' help
themselves by worthwhile work?
The funds derived from the
ooppy constitute the largest source
of. revenue f<
ntion
and Child Welfare
i the
Legion and Auxiliary, The dimes,
quarters and dollars dropped into
"he con.U'ibul ion boxes on POp£y
Day e
' Legion Pests and
ary t-'iii,
rry out a
constructs
> of aid to the .
disabled and to the dependent'
families 6i
..shout
Day is the one
privileged
'O contribute toward this great
v.'ork.
^.
Let's make Clemson one it»idred percent in
".'iy cause.
Hid truly help our disabled veterans,
e a po;;v
mv coat, and kee.
millions have kept throughout the
war years.

©

HOUSEWARE

UtLlVAH HARDWARE CO.
Anderson, S. C.

Tickets For
Concerts On
Brisk Sale

Winners Hort.
Contest Told

ELITE CAFE

PHILIP MORRIS offers the smoker an extra
benefit found in no other cigarette. For PHILIP
MORRIS is the ONE, the ONLY cigarette recognized by leading nose and throat specialists as
definitely less irritating.
Remember: Less irritati
smoking enjoyment for you.
Yes! If every smoker knew what PHILIP
MORRIS smokers know, they'd ail change to
PHILIP MORRIS.'

South Carolina's Leading Store for Men and Boys
Clemson's Headquarters in Greenyille

HEYWARD MAHON COMPANY
Greenville, S. C.

BODIFORD'S CLEANERS
Clemson, S. C.

TRY A PACK.. .TODAY
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Talk of the Town

/

By CHARLIE STILL
HE ROARS FOR CLKMSON A AM
Member of
Intercollegiate Press and Associated Collegiate Press

The Time Draws Near
The days draw near to the time when we
shall say "I have no pleasure in them", for
exams are now just a little over one week
away. Dreaded, hated, and usually studied
for the night before, the awful finals sometimes present embarrassing problems with
regard to grade-point ratios and credits passed. Students and teachers alike have consumed many hours in addition to reams of
paper in controversies over the intellectual,
moral, and social advantages and disadvantages of final examinations. The results of
all these1 educational duels have not been
particularly revolutionary, since we are still
confronted with ihe old "reviews" of each
course during the last week of school. Studying arguments pro and con, we find solid
foundations on both sides; when the suffering student finally passes a course, he is so
relieved that the question of abolishing
exams doesn't bother him again until the
end of the next semester.
Begardless of the virture or vice involved
therein, now is the hour to dust off that halfforgotten book and start concentrating. Perhaps it seems a trifle late to begin now, but
procrastination seldom ever gets the job
done.

Founded bj the Class of 1907 aiid published weekly during the school year,
by ihe Students of Clemson College
THE TIGEH is South Carolina's oldest college newspaper. Its claim "The
Soufh's Most'Interest inp-College Newspaper", is based on circulation,
comment, and general attitude-of those who read it.
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A FACE LIFTED AUDITORIUM
The College Chapel is having ils face lifted.
Many visitors on the Clemson campus have often wondered why this school does not have an auditorium to go with
the other finer buildings on the campus. Before the war,
funds were not available for such a building, and since that
time, the Board of Trustees has presented to the General Assembly a posl-war building program for Clemson thai includes an auditorium among other buildings. However, the
Assembly has now asked that Clemson not erect any building that is not of/'immediate emergency. This is one of the
'' things holding up" our auditorium.
The college, however, was allocated some funds with
which to give much needed repairs to the present chapel.
These are now" taking place. A great deal'of plaster w.ork
is being done on the inside along with replacing boards that
appear to have seen their best days. A brighter touch will
be added when the inside is painted. All of these repairs are
' scheduled to.be finished by the time graduation takes place.
This will do for the time being, but it is hoped that someday hi,the not loo distant future, we will have an auditorium
on the campus that will be one of the finest in the South, and
will lake care of any size crowd'that comes to the campus.
One of the main projects in mind in getting an auditorium
OH the campus is to take care of the huge crowds that come
here (luring Tire concerts. With all of the top concerts that
"are here during the year, we should have an auditorium that
wil} seat•HvelL over 5,000. Then the school could not only
boast of having the best conceits of any school in the state,
but also of Having* the; largest and best auditorium.

OTHER BU.lipiNGS ARE IN THE MAKING
We now have-available at our disposal a sum of $1,050,000. The college officials felt that other buildings on
the campus were needed more at the present moment than
an auditorium, and have therefore gone ahead and made
plans to have four buildings constructed in the next several
years. . These, buildings include a heating plant, a chemistry
brrflding, a student hospital and an agricultural and industrial egineering building. The money for the above mentioned additions is available, but just when construction will
start is not known by college officials.
Nine other buildings are also in the program for the college. These include an enlarged engineering building, a
student dormitory which will house 690 students, faculty
and veteran housing, an armory, a student laundry, renovate
old buildings, classrooms, a sewerage disposal plant and a
new auditorium.
. Just when all of.these new faces willappcar on the campus is not known, but it is known that plans are being worked
out on them, and as soon as .material; the money, and plans
can be drawn, it can be expected that Clemson will have the
buildings that she so long has needed.
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Dr. Poole Says

The Man and the Job
Last Friday, Coach Howard,
Mr. Woodward, and I went to
LaGrange, Georgia, to meet with
the Clemson Alumni of that
area.
At LaGrange we inspected the
Hillside plant of the splendid
Calloway Mills. This mill is
under the direction of A. U.
Priester, a former Clemson student, who is president of the
Chattahoochee Chapter of Clemson Alumni. Youthful President
Edge of the Calloway Mills and
Director Priester have reason to
take pride in the diversified and
splendid products which they al-

lowed us to see. I am convinced
that textile education in the future must be broadened with a
vision and strengthened with
scientific opportunities.
The Alumni selected the
Roosevelt State Park for the
meeting place. There were 50
Clemson men present along with
the Mayor of LaGrange and
prospective high school athletes.
Many classes, ranging fronr 1904
through 1947, were represented.
It was a prosperous looking
group of men and they demonstrated to us that Clemson men
will go long distances to get together. The college is the bene-

factor of these Clemson meetings
and the ties which are strengthened may well serve to promote
values for students yet to come
to the college.
On June 6, a date near at
hand, 310 seniors will complete
their college life and begin a
new type of life. Somenwill be
widely separated from friends of
long standing. I hope before the
seniors leave Clemson they will
visit Mr. Woodward, the Alumni
Secretary, in his office in the
Field House and make his acquaintance and leave their address.
R. F. Poole, President

Campus Chatter
By THOMAS A. COLLINGS
A group of Agronomy seniors
were honored by the Agronomy
Club at a barbecue at Table
Rock Park Friday night. The
program after the delicious eats
consisted of singing popular
songs round an open fire.
Speaking of fires, it has been
brought to the Chatterer's attention that on Saturday afternoon Rev. Harold Cole was in
need of a fire's warmth to dry
himself and his clothes. It seems
that while helping the children's
church outing the Reverend -was
forced to chase a ball which was
floating in the' Seneca River. In
attempting to catch the ball he
climbed out on a tree trunk
overhanging the water, which
politely dumped him into the
river. He then proved that the
ball floated better than he did
but when he came up he grabbed
the ball and swam to shore. It's
a good thing it was a Baptist
yreacher.
jj
The Oconee T. B. Board hadj
its quarterly meeting at Clem-fi

Sgt. and Mrs. H. W. Rimmer
of Unit 279 have as their guests
this week Mrs. Rimmer's brother
and his family, the A. W. Moores
of Lincoln, Neb.
Phil and Bebe Boykin and
small son week-ended in Pinopolis.

You're ri3ht ... You do have a cavity.'

The Colonial Circle Bridge
Club met last week at the home
of Jean Shelley, Unit 59. Sara

In the past, placement has been the work
of interested faculty and friends of the man ^
himself; in the future it is to be hoped that
the fine work done by these individuals may
be supplemented by a coordinated organization in which the Clemson man can find his
rightful place upon his departure from this
institution.
The Sour Not*
Amid all the compliments and praise currently being lavished on Clemson students, j
there comes one sour note—the situation
prevailing in the YMCA theaters his improved very little during this year. Catcalling, horse laughs, arid wisecracks still go
on as before, with the result that Clemson
students are offsetting the good impressions
created during the last few weeks.
Such conduct is not at all consistent with
the proud title of "Country Gentlemen"; it
is not even on the level of a college man. A
little serious thinking on the matter should '
solve all the difficulties in short order, because if we ever are to impress outsiders
with the pride and self-respect of a "Clemson
Man", our reforms must begin at home.

* Not That It Matters

By GUEST COLUMNISTS A. McNEIL HOWARD AND
son on May 17th. This took the day evening. They enjoyed, aform of a Dutch supper at the splendid dinner at the Methodist
Y. M. C. A. Mrs. Richardson, of Church. Mr. Jas. Sams is pres"How about writin' my colyum Well—nobody's perfect.
By this time Arthur was getSeneca, is President arid Mrs. J. ident and Mr. Tom Millford, sec- for me this week, Howell—you
ting hot under the collar. That
and McNeil?"
E. Orr, Secretary. Clemson retary.
Unquote.
temper of his (to tell the truth,
members of the board are Mrs.
Pure rumor has it that Maj.
Old Magruder didn't know his britches are too big for him)
David Watson, Mrs. F. T. Dar- T. S. Tate, formerly professor what he was getting himself in- was getting the best of him. He
gan, Mr. Dan Thomson, and Mr. of Education at Clemson, and to. First we pulled out some- suggested to McNeil that they
H. G. McGraw.
now with the occupation forces thing obscene which McNeil tell Slick to fold the thing four
Dr. Greene has recently dub- in Japan, is being transferred Howard wrote a long time ago . times and file it away where it
\
on a bet and a binge (Mac's would be safe.
bed Prof. Vernon Poe, of the to a position as personal ad- friends call him the po' man's
Slick couldn't see it this way,
Electrical Engineering Depart- visor to Chiang Kai Chek.
Poe), but Spangenburg, who so we decided to tell a folk
ment, »with a new title, Archstory.
Incidentally, it should
On Thursday night the mem- isn't Russia but thinks he is,
angel-elect.
bers of the Alpha Zeta will made use of his veto power. have been sent home to the
Mrs. Walter Cox and Mrs. honor the graduating agricul- Some trumped-up stuff about folks a long time ago.
Tah-de-da-tah-tah-tah (trummorals or something. We
Brownlee had a bridge party on tural students at a dinner at the thought with the war over you pet fanfare).
Tuesday. Mrs. Curtis and Mrs. Mayfair Grill in Anderson. Many
Herewith we present the story
didn't have to worry about moral
of the three bears:
anymore. ,
Chas. Morganj had one today and professors of the agricultural
Once upon a time, children,
So we decided to try some
will have another tomorrow.
school and their wives have
methods. After all, as writers there were three bears: a poppa
Mrs. O. M. Clark is entertain- been invited to attend, non The Tiger, "The South's bear, momma bear, and a little
ing Mrs. Margaret Mendez, of
Mr. and Mrs. Nash Gray gave
most college newspaper," we baby bear.
Costa Rica. Mrs. Mendez is em- a bridge party on Tuesday night
These three bears ran a gin
should be able to write the kind
of stuff Magruder writes without, mill in Sherwood Forest. The
ployed in the'American Embassy honoring Mr. and Mrs. Maurice
poppa bear sold bucket beers;
any trouble.
and is on her way to WashingCox. Mr. and Mrs. Cox are
You know, it isn't easy for the momma bear sold medium
ton to a conference. Her daugh- leaving Clemson for graduate
two people with entirely dif- beers; and the little baby bear
ter, Jane, lived with Mrs. Clark work at the end of thg, school ferent personalities to sit down sold short beers. We don't know
while attending school here.
year. Mr. and Mrs. Ed Giles
and collaborate on a column how Little Red Riding Hood
which has such high literary got into this story, but she was
The Fellowship Club had its will have their house'in their
the cashier. Goldilocks was a
standards as this one.
annual Ladies Night on Tuesabsence.
.,;,
First, we decided that Howard torch singer who sang strictly
should go to one corner of the from the navel up in front of a
room and Arthur should go to
seven-piece combo called the
the opposite corner. Each took Beer Barrel Bearcats.
Jim Spangenberg started a
a typewriter with him and wrote
the column as he thought it move to get the gin mill closed
and boarded up . . . (no, no, no—
should be wrote.
By CHARLOTTE H. HAY
Only one thing was wrong get away from this typewriter,
Spangenberg!)
with this. We got two different
In spite of the fact that the
columns and we didn't want but
Visiting Jimmy and Dawn
Bradfieid won high score prize,
bears sold the best beer this
one. We probably should have
Margaret Young, low. The next Rodgers of Unit 319 were Jimthought about that before we side of the Rhyne (ex-editor of
meeting will be held Thursday my's brother and sister-in-law,
The Tiger, member of Blue Key,
finished, but you know how
night, May 27th with Margaret Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Rodgers of busy' people are about thinking. Tiger Brotherhood, W. C. T. U.,
Charleston.
Young, Unit 66.
etc.), that Goldilocks went to
Next we took down a copy of
Webster's Twentieth - Century all extremes to satisfy the cusSgt. and Mrs. W. T. Davis of
Dictionary—the big one: You tomers, and that they had.plenty
The members of the Get-AcUnit 195 are vacationing in Flo- quainted Club of DuPre Place know the one. Some folks use it of s>pace for people to park, the
rida.
and their families enjoyed a pic- for a.high chair. We got three bears were about to go broke.
The Hugh McGaritys of Unit nic supper at the "Y" cabin last independent (Gosh, but they You see, relatively few animals
143 and the Paul Seabrooks of Friday night. Newly elected were independent!), uninterest- drink beers; besides, Old Man
Unit 50 week-ended in the members of the club are Martha ed spectators to turn the pages Bear was shucking away too
mountains.
and call out words at random. much dough- on the horses.
Yarborough, president; Anera
(Random didn't like this, but Horses? And there they go . . .
Langford, vice-president; CaroWhat's more, the Big Bad
Jimmy and Betty Hunter of lyn Hendricks, secretary; An- he's just a rat and can't do anyUnit 222 made use of their grand nette Godwin, treasurer; Fannie thing about it.) We put these Wolf, who was the sheriff, had
outdoor kitchen last Saturday Black, reporter; and Mary Ver- down as they came along, and a court order against the bears,
after awhile we had a column. because they had been dumping
million, assistant reporter.
night with a hamburger supper.
Main trouble here, though, was empty beer cans in B. O. Plenty's
Guests included Banks and Agthat the words were so big and back yard, and the Old Woman
Doug and Evelyn Lytle of
gie McFadden, Buck and Helen Unit 62 had as their recent tKe sentence structure so nearly
(who lived in a shoe and had
Menius, Gene and Miriam Lollis, guest Evelyn's cousin, Mrs. Gor- perfect that nobody would be- so many children she must not
lieve that Slick had written it. have known what to do) had
Teresa Clark, and Lefty Moore. don Awner of Cranford, N. J.

$o*t£<id& rfnocutd t£e ^%efa&4
Ralph and Angelia Way of
Unit 338 had as their recent
house guest Angelina's sister,
Mary Beall Hall of Dothan, Ala.
Mary Beall's engagement to J.
Mitchell Reames, Reference Librarian of Clemson College, has
just been announced. They are
planning to be married in July.

As three hundred members of the Class of
1918 prepare to enter their chosen fields, the
need for a centralized, coordinated placement bureau for Clemson men becomes
more apparent than ever. Needless to say,
our college is well known throughout the
South, and ils men usually fare as well or
better than others; still there could be a great
improvement in the uncoordinated privatetype placement activity that now goes on.
True, representatives from major industrial,
agricultural, and business' organizations interview graduating seniors each year. How-

ever, a carefully worked out system under
the direction of trained personnel could
vastly increase and improve any set-up now
in existence. Job placement has been defined as "fitting the right man in the right
job". It then follows that both employer,
and employee would derive maximum benefits from such an arrangement.
Of course it would be impossible to expect a one hundred per cent sure-fire system that could automatically fit each graduate into his life work so he would "live
happily ever after"; nevertheless, establishment of a bureau to give qualified Clemson
men a chance at the best jobs available would
be beneficial not only to the standing of the
College, but to prospective employers as
well.

HOWELL T. ARTHUR
complained because they were
contributing to the delinquency
of miners (John L. Lewis had
complained, too.)
The poppa bear was shrude
shrdde shride shrode sere . . .
he was plenty cagey, so after
a long chain of checks afflicted
with rubberitis, he decided to
try advertising. He found that
Stormy Lawrence was tied up,
so he hired Bugs Bunny, the
slickest confidence man this side
of the Rhyne (ex-editor of The /
Tiger, member of Blue Key, Tiger
Brotherhood, W. C. T. U., etc.)
to run his campaign. The campaign was better planned than
the crossing of the Rhyne (exeditor—aw, why go "through all
this every time?) They promised
that henceforth Goldilocks would
wear little more than a motheaten fish net (laissez faire or
lacy affair).
The campaign went over big
and their .popularity grew by
crawls and hops (a bear can't
leap and bound). Babe Ruth
promised- to knock a home run-*
for every time Goldilocks did a
seventh-inning stretch. Hedy
Lamar promised — well, she
promised. Frank Sinatra agreed
to sing "Made for Each Other"
every time Quillie Hand guzzled
a gallon of brew. Frank almost sang himself to death.
i
The campaign was so successful, in fact, and business reached such a peak, that the law of
diminishing returns began to )
take effect (see Economic Principles, Problems, and Policies,
by Kiekhofer). They had reached the upper income-tax brackets, and the government was
getting all but ten percent. This
was not good, as even the beer
was twelve percent.
You must be getting sleepy by '
this time, so—
Therefore the bears , closed
shoo, and put aside the three
million they had made toward/'
sending the little bear to Clemson's College for Delinquent
Brats.
Moral: Everybody's trying to
get into the act.
P. S. You're welcome, Rhyne
(ex-editor of The Tiger, member of Blue Key, Tiger Brother- *
hood, W. C. T. U., etc.)

•
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The TIGER—"He Roars For Clemson A & M"

-:- POETS'CORNER -:by

J. W. Bradfield, Jr.
Please mail all contributions to P. O. Box 502.
EACH DAY YOU SMILE
One fleeting glimpse into a softlit room,
Yet still entwined in mem'ry's crumbling lace
The candelabras waver in the gloom
Where lay a paler Darkness on your face.
How quickly drawn, how deeply drunk, ere spilled
Onto that somber palette's tragic splash,
I know; how tangy sweet, the wine distilled
Of Love, my lips recall, and Rapture's flash.
The Taper flares and gutters low and fades;
The Page, more brittle for the daily turn,
No longer flames before the creeping shades;
How strange, each day your smile doth brighter burn!
Will soon the Door be softly swung aside?
Will soon my lonely heart in yours abide?
. . . Bradfield
HE GAVE NOT, ONLY LENT
This crust of manna God has loaned to man
Is formed of marv'lous bits of sea and air,
Adorned with tawny quilts of grain and sand
And azure eyes ashine in woodsy lair.
.*•>
From winds astir in perfumed astral grounds
And rectar supped from cauldrons hung in space,
God made our breath and fastened lacy bounds
O4fcnoonwashed shade to hold our tent in place.
These\templed shores athwart our orbed face
He sowed with fertile seeds to life the lease,
A teeming field of children born to Grace,
And each He blest and each his growth did ease.
I wonder this; if God doth not repent;
If He is glad He gave not, only lent.
. . . Bradfield
ODE TO A CONVALESCENT
Dear Flower of my heart,
Who over Winter would to bloom
Despite the cold and rain,
Sit back awhile, await your turn,
r.esi cannot be in vain.
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PLATTER

By BILL BERRY

CHATTER
By Dave Spiner
Looks like Peggy's picture was
passed up by the printer last
week. He probably has it selfishly hidden away. Anyhow, I have
that P-high can't seem to stay
lots more of them and I'll keep away from A. C.'s gravel gertie.
She has him on the run, I hear.
trying.
OSCAR SAYS

that after seeing Magruder's
Cuban woman, he (oscar) wants
to learn Spanish and hit for a
Latin country, Si.

Let's get this thing started off
with a joke from the Newberry
Indian. It seems that a boy and
girl were out on a date (nothing
odd there), and they had parked
in the moonlight. The conversation went something like this:
-OSCAR SAYSGirl: "You remind me of Don
that Kink Pete couldn't last in Juan."
Anderson. Who quit who?
Boy: "What do you know about
OSCAR SAYS
him? He's dead."
that Mahaffey and V. Deas will
Girl: "Yeah, I know."
end up good friends yet.
OSCAR SAYS

that Ugly Gill has it made for
the C. D. A. Just keep it up. You
that he (oscar) wonders how know the Air Corps song with
Charlie "Lover" Kelly can go the words changed—fits, doesn't
away for so many weekends and it?
not spend any money. Is she
-OSCAR SAYSgiving you a hard time, Kell'?
that Porter has lost out with
Where is the rendezvous?
the light of his life. Strange what
OSCAR SAYS
a best friend will do.
. that Jim Rice must have had a
——— OSCA** SAYS——— *
wild escapade at U. N. C. He
that Porky (I'm Hoping For
hears they came close to beating Twelve) Atkins has lost out in
a record and it wasn't a track Columbia. That's nothing, he's
record either.
lost out everywhere.
OSCAR SAYS

)

OSCAR SAYS

'■—

OSCAR

SAYS

Our congratulations to Miss
Lib Allen and Miss Martha Bray:
they have just recently been
named editor and managing editor, respectively, of the Winthrop
Johnsonian.
While, we're on the subject of
the Johnsonian, let's see what it
has to say this week.
"When modern youth burns the
midnight oil it is usually in the
crankcase."
Also:
"The shortest distance between
two dates is a good line."
"The major menaces on the
highway are drunken driving,
uncontrolled thumbing, and indiscriminate spooning. To put it
briefly, hie, hike, and hug."
An old-fashioned girl blushes
when she is embarrassed, but a
modern girl is embarrassed when
she blushes.

melias.
in full
quite a
bers of

These flowers are now will be there but they wilL..be
bloom and they present hard to see.—Fla. Alligator.
Also women, will be wearing
temptation to the memthe fairer sex.
• the same thing in brassieres next
year.
He kissed her in the garden,
It was a moonlight night,
Navy recruiters urge prospec-*
She was a marble statue
tive recruits not to leave high
He was a little tight.—The Plains- school prematurely.
man, Auburn.
Now, Landrith, don't get any
m*
bright ideas about Tom Clemson.

i

Style Note: The new cut of
women's" skirts has turned out
like prohibition. The same joints

D, F. Sowell Of '31
Passes In Memphis
Dan . Franklin Sowell, Class of
'31, died on May 18, in Kennedy
Veteran's Hospital, Memphis, Tennessee.
While at Clemson he was an
outstanding football player. One
memorable episode was his catching of a pass to win the Furman
game of 1931 in the last minute of
play.
After receiving his Masters Degree at the University of Kentucky in poultry, Sowell returned to Clemson where he worked
with the Poultry Department for
two years. His next position was
as extension »poultryman at the
University of Florida.
Entering the army early in 1941,
he served until 1944 when he was
retired as' a captain. Following
his retirement from the army, .he
managed a farm for a large Williamsburg County estate until
illness forced him to stop working.
He is survived by his parents,
Mr. and Mrs. D. C. Sowell of
Camden; his wife, Mrs. Mary
Gooding Sowell; and a four year
old daughter of Hampton.
Burial will be on Friday, May
21, at 3:30 in Crocketville Cemetery near Hampton.

s.asf
' Seoms on Shorts make braveye.

j men cry for help. They bind.
that "the spook" was giving the
how much "fishing" has Billy
' They chafe. '
girls a hard time at Winthrop Rogers really been doing on all
We can help. "We have Arrow
this weekend for the eighth week- those frequent trips?
Shorts—shorjs with no cvnitr
end in a row—"If you knew Susie
OSCAR SAYS
. seam/
I
like I know Susie . .
to roll up your pants when you
1 They're roomy, too. So comfort- j
OSCAR SAYS
see Trescot coming. If you don't
j able you'll never know they're :
that info has leaked out that the believe he's hot, just ask him
there. $).25 up.
Lie down and watch the clouds retreat
boys had better watch out come. about his new job.
Before the valiant blue
. •*
Senior Night. It'll come as a surOSCAR SAYS
Let March winds sweep your cares away,
PEGGY LEE
prise and much will happen.
Refresh yourself with April's turn,
that Cpangenberg and Smith—
OSCAR SAYS
Break iorth with Spring in May.
Clemson doesn't seem to be the
Saturday I encountered the Co- j- - that Wallace is one of the "has wick are running a tough, race.
only engineering school that is
OSCAR SA^S'
lumbia Record representative, j beens" with "Puddin" and mayReach out your golden finger tips,
that J. B. Anderson is now the having trouble with unsightly
Consume each tiny ray.
which accounts for the 'partiality be Marilyn. And he's such a "man about town" with that mud-puddles in the middle of
The sun's a mighty force, you know,
good, young lad, too.
squirt-ring he has. Is that why streets and side-walks; Texas
to Columbia records this week. ]
o-srAB SAYS
Gives all strength and loveliness
Before he could avoid me, I j that all Ed Duncan has done is he's generally thought of - as A&M is suffering from, the same
'Cause God has made it so.
malady.
■ . . . H. H. Biser rummaged through his satchel of , not known, but part of what he "squirt"?
OSCAR SAYS
has done is enough to hang him.
Arrow
new releases. Here are a few of I
that Marshall Fant and Jack Coker:
O^CAR SAYS
that P. G. isn't an angel by any Clegg are dating the same girl
Shorts at
them:
The girls down at Hartsville are
and
each
of
them
thinks
he
is
cuthaving
a
little
trouble
also;
it
Billboard .gave Frank Sinatra's means either.
v
~-?CA" s» «;
waxing of AH of Me a good plug. | that "Doc" and Gilbert's sister ting the other out. Mary Caison seems that the faculty won't alshould cut them both out.
low the students to pick the CaThe pace is jaunty, but not to the j had a bad case or so Winnie WinOSCAR SAYS
throp
tells
me.
point where Frank's smooth voice
that "Johnny-House" Richbourg
26 South Main Street
By WAYNE BALLENTINE
OSCAR SAYS
is getting ready to take over the
sounds out-of-place.
Like the
>n that after the deal Moore pull- regiment. He speaks to no one
GREENVILLE, S. C.
BETWEEN
Coffee Song, he touches All of «& at Winthrop. he's out in the
WHY WORRY, O MY SOUL?
except in the line of duty—the
Me
off
with
a
bit
of
philosophy;
c61d. And he brought it all on personality image of Chowder
Psalm 42
"Better get it while you can, baby; himself. Too bad, isn't it, but he himself.
THE
Whv dost thou worry thyself, O Soul,
needs some deflation of his ego.
I'm leavin' town."
When God is nigh to thee?
-OSCAR SAYS;
OSCAR
SAYS
Why cross the bridge and pay the toll
Dorothy Shay, whom New
that "Nasty Leo" Kirven is now
that "Keys" "four high school
Before the bridge you see?
BOOK-ENDS
Yorkers pay to be uncultured,
and three college" Klettner is working for his home newspaper
sings the Sample Song, which has
—reporting on the activities of
Worry will never calm the waves
getting
a
hard
time
from
some
By Dave Spiner
been so 'purged of her stock twoLeo himself. Leo, you've done
That will the storm-tossed soul;
wonderful Anderson girl.
way
lyrics
that
it
is
postively
disnothing
worth
writing
about.
It never applies the balm that saves,
Fresco Paintings: Modern
OSCAR SAYS
appointing.
te] s mm Actions speak louder than words, Methods
Nor still the surges that roll.
and Techniques for
that
Winnie
Winthrop
^
Tony Pastor has bounced up
there is a peal of wedding bells but in your case, you have to-use Painting in Fresco and Secco, by
with There's a Man at the Door,
Worry will never smile on man
Olle Nordmark, New York, Amerdue soon for a certain Mr. Cham- words.
Nor lift one load from th' heart,
a tune made to shag by. It's
OSCAR SAYS
ican Artists Group.
bers.
Hank, that is.
But ever seeks to tighten the ban
nothing deep, as you can see from
that it is good to see one colonel
'IS-AR S<VYS
Fresco painting is one of those
Wherever it plays a part.
the title, but Tcny grinds it out
that "Ma" Font is gone again. leave. Too bad Lytle isn't leav- arts that just can't be taught by
effectively in his usual gritty Mary has the strangle hold on ing.
bopk; it must be done first-hand.
Worry will never bless the world,
style.
OSCAR SAYS
him.
With this in mind, an amateur
Nor bring in a reign of right;
Among the represses are Harry
• that Wiggins, your politicing artist might find the book very
OSCAR SAY=
It hates to see the flag unfurled
that the new senior council won't get you in the Tiger
James' Trumpet Blues and CarniAnd war-torn nations see light.
useful, but a novice would be
*al of Venire, plus Gene Krupa's can't be very effective with "Sot" Brotherhood.
completely at sea.
Moore and "Sot" Rogers . trying
OSCAR SAYS
Lov^ and Greeneyes.
Worry is not a friend of Grace—
Fresco painting differs from
trfat apologies to "Parson" BalIt was never ordained to be;
cases.
OSCAR SAYS__
So why, poor Soul, do you keep pace
lentine for a misconception of cir- ordinary oil-painting in that the
'... v:eU. as long cc I'm down here I'll fill o-jt my cr.iry
that Deschamps never had it cumstances which appeared in pigments are not merely- applied
With an enemy haunting thee?
so bad. One of his best buddies this column .last week. Too bad to the surface of the wall, but
bhnh for the Pepsi-Cola 'Treasure Top' Contests."
must sink in and react for perWorry will follow us all our days
has figuratively cut his throat.
we don't have more like him.
Unless a secret we learn,
manence. This calls for special
OSCAR SAYS
Refusing to walk in its dark ways
that "Zeke" Hiott should rematerials for the surface and
that
"Hook,
I'm
Who's
Who"
And its treacherous presence spurn.
member the Mann Act.
special pigments to apply to it.
Siko
has
reached
further
than
his
Enter Pepsi-Cola's great $203,725.00 "Treasure Top"
'""5CAR SAYaThe artist must work in haste as
that the Corps must have had group.
Worry will slump when meeting Faith
Sweepstakes
and Contests. Over 15,000 Cash Pn2es!
the surface must be kept moist
And retire from Heaven's light
a big battle Monday night. There
Every
entry
gets
at least a Treasure Certificate for the
throughout
the
process
of
paint'Tis then the Soul will cry, "I'm safe. •
was blood on the sabers Tuesday.
ing.
big Family Sweepstakes—First Prize, 825,000.00.
Saulr
Elected
Prexy
Through Christ I've won the fight."
That's a Jaquo, son.
Secco painting, the other topic
Rev. H. W. Lucas
Look- for hidden design under the cork in
OSCAR SAVS
of the book, is usually considered
that speaking of military— Of Cherokee Group
every Pepsi-Cola bottle top. Collect 'em!
less difficult than fresco, and is
he'd hate to be in the corps next
Swap
'em! It's fun!
exist if your father does not have Dear Tom,
Joe Gault, arts and science ju- often used to give murals a frescoyear. They have some big H. A.'s
an income sufficient to provide
A few days ago I wrote to "Os- coming up. Even worse than the nior of Blacksburg, was elected like effect. More important are
GET ENTRY BLANKS AT YOUR STORE
president for next year at the last Nordmark's references to the use
reasonable maintenance for him- car" through the Tiger request- present big wheels.
Pspsi-Cola Company, Long Island Citj, X. Y.
meeting of the Cherokee County- of test panels as a precaution. ,
self and members of his family ing that he rectify a mistake
~e?cAR S*vq
'ranchised Bottler:
which I regard as a personal inthat "Crisco" Gettys should Clemson Club.
These types of painting might
under legal age, or members of
Others elected were James Sar- bear surveyance, as there appears
Thousands of veterans in train- his family otherwise dependent sult. I was accused of keepnig think more and talk less.
-OSO" SAYSratt, vice-president; Hal Bland, to be a coming renaissance in PEPSI COLA BOTTLING COMPANY, ANDERSON, S. C.
ing under laws adopted in their by reason of mental or physica1 ;ome "deserving person out of
that the orchid this week goes secretary-treasurer; end Henry them.
Tau Beta Pi", an act which I" am
behalf by Congress are often con- incapacity:
to Steve Ivey for what he's done Coyle, chairman of the recreation
1 powerless to perform since I am
Disability features of Nationa not a member of that worthy or- with IPOAY. We know Jad- committee.
fused by the extent of training
In order to give full recognition
they may receive. Some of the Service Life Insurance are the ganization. The unfortunate re- Sharpe will be able to keep ur
The retiring officers are John to the two inventors of the airconcern of many veterans. QuesFowler, David Plaxico, Joe Gault plane, U. S. Navy records recentquestions asked by them and au- tions frequently asked by vete- mark was an affront to Tau Beta thje good,work.
'-><JC"> SAYS
ly were changed to honor the
thoritative answers by VA offi- rans on this and other benefits Pi as well, since, I believe, most
that Phelps "Benedict Arnold" and Henry Ooyle.
•rganizations do not publish their
The club plans to resume its memory of both Wilbur and OrrBultman
has
just
hit
the
hand
cials are published in this column with authoritative ansv/ers by VA •easons for excluding candidates
recreational activities for men ville Wright in the name of the
fed him for three years.
by the Clemson Tisrer as a service are published in this column by in order to respect the feelings of that has
carrier USS Wright.
from Cherokee County.
—
o^rip q^YS
the Clemson Tiger as a. service tc hose involved.
This newspaper—along with hundreds of other student -'
to our veterans.
'will
"Bucket"
Watson
make
as
our veterans.
publications in every part of the country—has decided to
I am very much in favor of the big a mess of Strawberry Leaf as
Q. Can my son, a disabled war
Q. I have been discharged from harmless taunts and gibes tha* her4did out of the Junior "Y"
poll the presidential preference of its student readers. Loveteran, who is being rehabilical results will be announced soon—and the countryside
the service for over a year. What iave always been in keeping with Council?
tated under Public Law 16. con- is the latest date on which I car
tabulation will be publicized nationally via press and ratinue his training for more than enter school or take training the intent and purpose of Oscar's
dio by Varsity, The Young Man's Magazine, before the
that Chuck "The Body" Chalker
column
but
beneath
that
statefour (4) years?
major political parties meet in Philadelphia to choose their
!
under the G. I. Bill?
shouldn't
publicly
condemn
the
ment
I
detect
an
attempt
at
ma-,
A. Training in excess of four
candidates. This is a vital election—so cast your ballot one
club
which
has
put
his
name
j
A. You have until July 25, 1951 licious degradation of character.
now, and help give America's students a stronger voice!
years may be approved for your
in the paper even though he did
son if his disability is such tha* to start school or training under It is the kind of deception a poor
for every office.
CIRCLE ONE NAME ONLY
no course of training which does the provisions of Public Law 346 writer often resorts to when he getI defeated
_ -"-CAR C»«C
not exceed four years will restore (G. I. Bill), and all schooling oi is unable to produce a column
that
of
all
the
politicians
on
the
Ellis Arnall
Leverett Saltonstall
him to employability. or if cir- training must be completed by that is worth reading by his pub- campus, Spangenburg takes the
lic. Such a thing is in very bad
cumstances beyond his control July 25, 1956. •
Harold E. Stassen
cake.' He has a niche in the postHarry F. Byrd
Q. I converted my National taste and is certainly not the kind office bannister. Is that your
necessitate the extension beyond
of
policy
for
a
college
newspaper
Robert
A. Taft
Thomas
E.
Dewey
the prescribed four years period Service Life Insurance to 20-payplatform, Jim?
No course in excess of four year? ment life. Is it 'possible to con- to pursue.
-—-—OSCAR SAYS
Harry S. Txuman
William O. Douglas
The inquiry that has been done
that someone cooled Font. down.
may be authorized except with vert this policy once again to a
cannot,
of
course,
be
erased,
but
Arthur H. Vandenburg
Dwight D. Eisenhower
Couldn't have been a woman,
the approval of the Administra- cheaper plan of insurance, such
the expectation of an apology is could it?
as ordinary life?
tor.
Henry A. Wallace
Gen. Douglas MacArthur
OSCAR SAYS
Q. If I decide to give up the
A. You may, provided you are certainly unquestionable.
that
Giles
plays
both
ends
Yours
very
truly,
Earl Warren
Joseph W. Martin, Jr.
course of training I am taking able to pass a physical exami(Signed)
Joseph L. Rivers agaipst the middle in his interunder the G-I Bill, do I have to nation.
dealings.
Clemson Alumnus
notify Veterans Administration
(Write in choice)
Or:...
Q. I am the beneficiary of a
of my action?
OB
$10,000 National Service Life InA. You should not quit your surance policy. Are the payments
CIRCLE POUR PARTY PREFERENCE
course of education or training I am receiving subject to taxa- '
. Bendix DeLuxe at the new
Democratic
Without notifying or obtaining tion?
STOP IN AND EAT
approval of the VA regional ofRepublican
,
low price of $249.95
A. No. The payments of National
fice handling your claim. This
Service
Life
Insurance
as
such
j
at
Progressive (Third Party)
is necessary so that if you have
not exhausted your entitlement, are wholly exempt from Federal
taxation.
you may qualify for further trainOr:
:.
...(Write in choice)
(Veterans wishing further ining.
:
TEAR
OUT
BALLOT,
CIRCLE
YOUR CHOICE, AND
Q. My father is supporting a formation about veterans' benefits
may
have
their
questions
per!
PLACE
IN
BOX
IN
FRONT
OF
JUICE SHOB OR
large family and I would like to
know if I can claim him as a de- sonally answered by contacting ■
THE
POST
OFFICE,
OR
MAIL
BALLOT
TO THE
Phone 4431
Joe E. Stribling, Owner
pendent while in training under the VA Office, Room No. 8, AnTIGER, BOX 269, CLEMSON.
derson Building, 207 N. Main
the G-I Bill?
A. Dependency will be held to Street, Anderson, S. C.)
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Clemson Stops Bulldog Baseballers 4-3
CLEMSON TRACKSTERS ATTEND CONFERENCE MEET AT C. H.

WITH SCOOP REYNOLDS

Koopman Gels Hole Moore Raps QuS Round-Tripper For Game
In One To Spark Tig Wirdng Run; Tip Pull 4 Double Plays
CIc ison's Bengal Baseballers ended their '48 home scheWin Over Bulldogs
Clemsonu's golf team wound up
their 1948 season at Boscobel
vlast Tuesday afternoon as they
"-on a 12 1-2 to 5 1-2 victory over
the Citadel. The win was a revenge victory for the Bengals in
that Citadel defeated them in a
match 'played last week in Charleston.
Medalist honors for the outing
! went to Clemson's Jack Koopman
' of Spartanburg who turned in p,
hot two under par 70. He-was also teh Tiger's high scorer as he
accounted for 4 1-4 points.
The summary:
Inman (Citadel) defeated Chapman, 2-1; Koopman (Clemson'
defeated Wiggins, 3-0; Hallida^
(Clemson) defeated Hill, 3-0 •
Wynne (Citadel) defeated Delk.
2-1; Chapman and Koopman
(Clemson) defeated Inman and
Wiggins 2 1-2 to .1-2; and Halliday and Delk (Clemson) defeated
Hill and Wynne 2-1.

As the School year rubs its course and the end of the
semester hears its termination so the intramural athletic
orograin is coming to a rapid and complete
.•onchision. According to Mr. Roy Cooper,
irector of the intramural activities, the entire program will be over by tomorrow.
The Softball program which has o joyed
najor success will come to a conclusion when
he allslars picked from all teams will tanlc on the baseball diamond Friday aflerloon for a climax game of the entire program. The best that the veterans have to
bffer will square off with the pick of the
IROTC outfits.
Captain Gecrge Coakley will coach the Vet all-stars
While Jimmy Miller, A&R officer of Company G, will
direct the cadet team. Roth teams will field powerful
squads but the vets seem to have the services of the more
consisted hurlers and experienced hitters hut the ROTC
outfit should be there defensively. All in all, it should
be a scrappy contest with lots of hustle and spirit.

Carolina Snags Tig
Golfers Win Streak

Golfers Playing; Netters Swinging

Tiger linksters tasted defeat
for the first time in three years
when USC came through with a
■ 12 to 6 victory at Columbia's
Forest Lake course.
State champion team members1
Bob Thoren and George Dial of
Carolina share medalist honors
with a 73.
Summary:
Bobby Chapman 1-2; Bob Thoren 2 1-2.
Bob Chapman 2 1-2; Billy, Delk
1-2.
Delk and Bobby Chapman 2;
Thoren and Bob Chapman 1,
Halliday —; Dial 3.
Koopman 2 1-2; Clemmons 1-2.
Koopman and Halliday 1 1-2;
and won the Southern Conference Virginia Tech; second, NeighborTrack and Field Tournament for gall, Duke; third,. MacKenzie, Dial and Clemnons 1 1-2.
the consecutive year.
North Carolina; fourth, UmbferThe Tarheels rang up 55 1-7. ger, Maryland; fifth, Pulkinen, fifth, sevenway tie between Colpoints as they came in ahead of j'Clemson..- Time 1:56.6.
vin, Duke, Stombaugh, Furman,
twelve other Conference teams.
Discus—First, Seligman, North Smith, North Carolina, C. MaMaryland with 44 points took Carolina, 146 feet 4 7-8 inches; gill, South Carolina, Monroe,
the second position and Duke's second,; O'Leary, Duke; third, Virginia Tech, Sheenan, William
thinclads were third with 34 1-7 James, Duke; fourth,
Loury, and Mary, and McLachlan, Richtallies. N. C. State was next with Richmond; fifth, McLeo'd, N. C. mond.
31 and was followed by South. State.
Brown Winner
Carolina in the fifth position.
i
220-yard dash — First, Rucks,
220-yard low hurdles — First,
Clemson's Tigers followed V.; "South.,Carp}inn;, second,. Chamb- Chambers, N. C. Etate;. ..second,
P. I. and finished seventh with ers, N. C. State; third, Matthews, Shultz, North Carolina; third,
nine points.
Maryland; fourth, Goldberg, N. Salyanelli,
Maryland;
fourth,
Other scores were V. M. I. 7, C. State; fifth, Alexion, Mary- Scupine, Duke; fifth, Rubach,
Furman" 4 1-7, Richmonl 3 1-7, land. Time 21.5 seconds.
Maryland. Time 23.7 seconds.
Washington and Lee 3, and . Two mile run—First, Liddell,
One mile relay—First, Duke,
William and Mary 1-7.
Wake Virginia Tech; second, Magill, (Grisso, Davis, Young and NeighForest's Deacons failed to register North Carolina; third, Kehoe, borgall); second, North Caroa score.
Maryland; fourth,. White, Mry- lina; third, Virginia Tech; fourth,
land; fifth,. Miller' North Caro- Maryland; fifth, South Carolina.
Jerry Brown Wins
Jerry Brown, Qemsori pole- lina. Time 9:33^2, new confer- Time, 3:20.9.
Pole
vault — First,
Brown,
vaulter, became a Southern Con- ence record. Old record 9:38.6,
ference championship as he took set by Fields, Maryland, iu 1940. Clemson, 13 feet; second, Bowles,
High
jump—First,
Joyner, Duke; third, Russell, North Carthe pole-vault with a jump of 13
feet. Other Tigers to score were North Carolina, 6 feet 2 inches; olina, and Colvin, Duke, tied;
Julius Townsend who
placed second, tie between Moody, North fifth, Huckman, North Carolina,
third in the high hurles, and Carolina, Saunders, North Car- Jackson, Duke, House, North CarCarl Pulkinen who came in fifth olina, and Pickett, N. C. State; olina, and Erwin, Maryland, tie.
in the half mile or 880.
. Three new Conference marks
were set during the meet in the
440, two mile run and shot put.
South Carolina's Norman Rucks
did the 440 yard run in 47.4 seconds to shave .6 seconds off of a
15 year old Conference record.
The two mile time was narrowed down by 5.4 seconds by
Frank Liddell of V. P. I. who
turned in a very fast 9:33.2.
O'Leary of Duke set a new
shot put record in the qualifying
rounds Friday as he put the big
ball 50 feet, 7 inches.. He beat
the old mark by some eight
inches.
A summary of °winners in the
24th annual meet:
Javelin—First, Dunham, Duke,
189 feet, 1- 1-2 inches; seconl,
Kirk, North Carolina; third, Oref,
Washington and Lee; fourth, Tyerell, Maryland; fifth, Baldwin,
North Carolina.
Shot put—First, O'Leary, Duke,
50 feet 7 inches; second, Wham,
Furman; third, Coleman, South
Carolina; fourth, Byler, North
Carolina State; fifth, Seligman,
North Carolina.
One mile run—First, Palmer,
Maryland; second, Miller, i North
Carolina; third, Middleton, Virginia Tech; fourth, Kehoe, Maryland; fifth, Burnham, North Carolina. Time 4:24.3.
:
440-yard
run-—First, Rucks,
South Carolina; second, Mathews,
Maryland; third, Young, - Duke;
fourth, Harrison, Virginia Tech;
fifth, Orrmins, N. C. State. Time
47.4 seconds, new conference reeL
ord. Old record 48.1 seconds, set
by Rucks yesterday.
100-yard dash—First, Chambers, N. C. State; second, Goldberg, N. C. State; third, Alexion,
Maryland: fourth, Alndau, N. C.
State; fifth, Williams, VPI. Time
10 seconds.
Plus U
120-yard high hurdles—First,
State Tax
Taylor, North Carolina; second,
Salvanelli,
Maryland;
third,
* BOTTtED UNDER AUTHORITY OF THE COCA-COLA COMPANY BY ■
Townsend, Clemson; fourth, RuCOCA-COLA BOTTLING CO.—ANDERSON, S. C.
bach, Maryland; fifth, McLean,

Jerry Brown, member of an eight man track outfit that Coach A. W.Iforman took to Chapel Hill for

Intramural golf interest is soaring. Twelve men Have
the conference track meet, won top honors in the pole vault as lie cleared the pole at 13 feet.
Bummie Townsend took third place honors in the 120 high hurdles while Spook Pulkinen came in
entered the playoff for the golf crown. The men have been
fifth in the 880 yard run. Reading left to right: Manager R. D. Wham, Gil Rushton, Tom Coursey,
divided into three flights to facilitate running off the tourSpook Pulkinen, Bummie Townsend, Hank Chambers, "Heavy" Holshouser, John Doffort, Bob Rayle
and Coach A. W. Norman.
ney with greater ease.- All scores will be in at the program
directors office Thursday night.
Twenty-nine men are entered in the intramural tennis singles play-offs. Contests have been played daily
for the past 2 weeks and will be at an end on May 20.
Results have to be in Mr. Cooper's office by that time.
Only 8 men are trying for the doubles crown. Keen
A power-laden track team from
competition is expected to highlight the play-offs in this dithe
University of North Carolina Virginia Tech. Time 14.6 secvision. As in the singles contests, scores will be turned in
Erskine's Flying Fleet pulled
waylaid the rest of the field last onds.
the biggest upset of the year last weekend in Chapel Hill, N. C,
by Thursday igh't. May 20.
880-yard, run—First MagUl,

Erskine Wins 8 To 2
Upset Victory Over
Bengal Baseballers

Umpiring Good
As a whole the game calling for the entire intramural
program was fairly good. Earnest efforts were made to
secure the services of men who really know the game who
were reliable and fair. There may have been times when
wrong plays were called, strikes were called balls, but did
you ever stop to think, can I do better. R's pretty easy for
one to sit on the sidelines and call the ump names but just
iike everyone the man behind the man behind the plate is
human also. He calls them as he sees them so lets give the
game callers a hardy thank you.
State Baseball Race
Furman just abojil cinched the South Carolina Stale
Baseball Championship with two straight wins over Carolina's Gamecocks. Going into the Carolina series the Hornets were in a three way tie for first place with Clemson and
the Xewbeiry Indians. Clemson eliminated the Indians'
chances Friday afternoon when they scalped the Redskins
in a wild F?-0 fracus. Lyles Alley used his two aces, Ernie
Chambers and Glen Turk to turn the trick as both hurlers
registered wins. Clemson dropped a poorly played contest
to the Erskine Seceders under the lights in Anderson with
the loss just about faded out of the picture to capture the
state title.
However the Bengals meet Carolina in two more contests and have a couple of repeats at The Citadel. Should
Furman lose the remainder of her games the Tigers have a
chance to garner, the state title.
Clemson won the state title last year as they dropped
only two games to state opponents.
North Carolina and Maryland Nines
Dominate Conference Loop
As the collegiate basehall season draws to a close the
conference picture appears to put a finish to Clemson repeating as the Southern Conference winner. The South Carolinion's lost only to Duke last season as they took honors in
the conference. However, the Bengal nine has not been so
forluate in the defenders role. With the loss of their two
man pitching staff—Landrum and Hazle—to organized
baseball, the Clemson baseballers' stock took a decided drop
over last year's ([notations.
„ Even though the situation looks dark for '18, there appears on the horizon a bright spot for '49. With the majority of the team returning and the possibility of several
colorful hurlers enrolling in school, the reputation for strong
diamond outfits at Clemson may be upheld.
Going into the last couple weeks of the diamond season
from the collegiate standpoint, we find that the North Carolina Tarheels are in second place in the Southern Conference with a ll-.'i record. .Maryland has met only five conference foes and has emerged victorious in -1 of the engagements. However the Terps still have several other loop
foes to meet and there is a major possibility that the highly
touted Marylanders may be dropped from their present

perch,
Athlete of the Week
Last week Coach Bock Norman took a small band of
Clemson tracksters up to Ghapel Hill to enter the Southern
Conference track meet. They were all underdogs because
the lads from the Blue Bidge didn't have a record breaker
among them. However they lacked nothing in gameness
and courage. They were, used to performing against high
(Continued on Page 8)

Saturday night at Nardin Field
in Anderson, as they lashed Clemson 8-2 in a State baseball game.
The Tigers were let down with
throe hits by Padgett. Erskine
hurler who struck out nine and
walked two. Two of the hits
were triples.
"Nig" Griffith starting Tiger
pitcher, set down twelve Erskine
men by the strikeout route before he was relieved in the eighth
by Ray Fleming.
Erskine got one run in the
first to start the scoring.
The
Tigs tied it up in the fourth by.
putting one man across the platter.
The fleet scored three in the
seventh and. four in the eighth to
put the game on ice. Clemson
added one to their cause in the
eighth..
' Triples were hit for Clemson
by Luke' Deanhardt and Gene
Moore.
Griffith Hurt
Big "Nig" Griffith suffered an
injury to his pitching arm in the
contest which may keep him out
of the lineup for the remainder
of the season, Coach Walter Cox
announced following the game.
The box:
Erskine
h
ab
Willingham ss
1
....5
Shelton rf .... .... . ...5
1
Blackston If ...
....5
0
Padgett p
0
....5
Miller, 3b
...4
2
Frady c .... ...
2
-..A
White 2b
....4
2
McCoy lb ....
...0
0
Bonds lb
....2
0
Parker cf ....
....4
0
x-Carroll .... .
....1
1
Totals
Clemson
Ulmer 2b .... .
Culberson ss ..
Mathews cf ...
Jones lb .... ..
Deanhardt If _
Brown rf .... .
Fisher, 3b ....
Moore c
Griffith p ....
Fleming p ....

.39
9
ab r h
_._4 1 0
.....4 0 1 1
...3 1 0 0
.....4 0-0 0
..4 0 10
0 0 0
0 0 1
0 1 0
.10 0
10 0 0

Totals
...32 2 3 3
x-Hit for Bonds in 8th.
Erskine .... .... ....100 000 340—8
Clemson .... __ _...000 100 010—2

Bulldog Linksters
Hand Bengals Defeat
The Citadel golfers gave Clemson their second defeat of the
year in Charleston Saturday by a
score of 11 1-2 to 6 1-2.
Bobby Chapman ..and Walker
Inman shared medalist honors
with a 3 over pay 75.
Summary:
Bobby Chapman 1 1-2; Walker
Inman 1 1-2.
Stan Halliday 0; Al Hill 3.
Chapman and Halliday 0; Inman and Hill 3.
Jack Koopman 2; Hank Wiggins 1.
Billy Derk 1; Jim Wynne 2.
Koopman and Delk 1 1-2! Wiggins and Wynne 1 1-2.

Jerry Brown Stars at
S. Conference Meet

dule liei"1 last Tuesday as they wont a hectic 4-3 victory over
The Cik.lel. The Tigers had to come from behind in the
sixth to register their eleventh diamond win of the year in a
very disi upted ball game. Citadel made many heated complaints to umpires over close decisions.

Though limited to four hits by»
——
—
Bulldog Pitcher Wadere Shanid, thjrd with Qne
{n ^ gixth
the Tigs made their knocks time- he was relieved by Bob Gaddis,
ly to wrap up the win.
Tiger fireman, who came in to
Citadel Scores First
pitch from there on out. Gaddis
The Citadel began scoring op- retired the sides expertly by
erations in the first as they tal- striking out one batter and causlied two runs off of four singles. ing another to ground to him. He
Midge Jenkins, Citadel second continued his brilliant hurling
sacker, hit the first pitch of the throughout th# remainder of the
game to center, for a basehit. contest as he' struck out three
Shortstop McLaren was next safe more and allowed only one hit.
on an infield hit and Jenkins
Moore Poles Another
advanced to second. CenteriieldGone Moore continued his
er Henderson singled to left after scourge of opponent's pitching by
Burris had skied out and sent slapping a 315 foot line drive
Jenkins in with the first run. Mc- home run ever the left field wall
Laren next scored as Davis slap- in the sixth with Deanhardt
ped a single to left.
aboard to win the ball game for
Tigers Get Two
the Tigers. With the score standClemson countered in their half ing 3-2 in favor of Citadel, the
of the initial stanza by pushing Tig catcher stepped to the platter
over two runs with the aid of and thus wrote a story book endsingles by Leo Fischer, Ken ing to the game.
Culberson, Jimmy Jones, and an
error on the part of the Cadet
Miller And Coakley
infield.
Fisher led off by singling
through the box. We went to Lead Alll-Stars Fri.
second as Culberson slammed a
Friday afternoon at 4:3ft
sharp safety to right. Ray Maththere will be an all-star softews next came up and laid down
ball game between the top
a hot grounder. It was errored
men in the veterans division
at short and Fisher came in on
and the best that the cadets
the play. Culberson went to
can offer. Team captains and
third.
the A&R officers of the ROTC
Culberson came across the platcompanies each picked their
ter with the Bengal's second run
two best men and turned
as first sacker "Jimmy Jones slamthem into Mr. Roy Cooper at
med a perfect single through the . the YMCA.
box.
At a meeting Monday night
Citadel got their third and fiof the team captains and
nal run in the third as Leftfielder
A&R officers, J. R. Miller of
Company G and George
Lonnie Burris singled to left and
came all the way home as Luke
Coakley of the Military Staff
Deanhardt let the ball bound inwere selected to coach the respective teams.
to the hedge. The score stood
All those interested in see3-2 Citadel.
ing well played Softball
Gaddis Wins
come out to the baseball field
Ray Fleming, starting Tiger
Friday night and witness the
hurler, Had allowed eight of the
nine Bulldog hits up through the
pribe softballers on the campus in action.
sixth. With men on second and

WHERE THERE'S COKE
t THERE'S REFRESHMENT

... and thousands of them are
working at top speed for YOU
Wires::: wires::: wires by the hundreds
of thousands! Imagine picking out each
pair;:: leading it to its proper terminals
in a telephone central office::: soldering
it there!
That must be done on each new switch*
board or dial switching installation before
it can handle your calls.
Bell telephone central office equipment
is installed by Western Electric and this
job today requires a mobile force of
more than 31,000 installers. They are in*
stalling more central office equipment
now than ever before.
§
For sixty-six years, Western Electric has
.been a part of your Bell telephone ser-s
vice — helping to make it the world's
best at the lowest possible cost;

Western Electric
A UNIT OF THE BELL

SYSTEM SINCE 1882
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Co. B Ties 10 Barracks for Softball Cha
ik

NET STARS HAVE SUCCESSFUL SEASON

FLEMING IS OUT AT THE PLATE

rrnrr

Play-off To Be Held-This Afternoon

By TOMMY COTTEN

HH
ii.uuci' x-kt*j iieimiig is out on a close play at the plate during the
Citadel game Tuesday afternoon on the Tiger diamond. The
Bengals took the game 4-3 when catcher Gene Moore slapped one
of Junior Shahhid's fast balls over the left field hedge for the
game winning tally. The Bulldog-Tiger contest marked the last
home game of the year for the Clemson fans. During the engagement the Tig keystone combination sparked the Clemson infield in 4 twin killings.

IniramurarChampions Feted At IPOAY
Sponsored Banquet Tomorrow Night At 7
Tiger Tennis Team
Trips Flying Fleet
Of Erskine 8 To 2
Clemson's tennis team again
wrought havoc with Erskine's
Flying Fleet here Saturday afternoon, The Due West claycouriers - showed
improvement
since! the last encounter but they
proved to be no match .for the
Bengal squad, which took them
3-2. /The Tigs captured 5 of the
single matches and all 3 of the
doubles, leaving the Fleet only
2 singles matches.
Wainhamaker
(C)
defeated
.Plexico (E) 2-6, 6-3, 7-5.
Merritt (C) dropped to Wilson
(E) $-6, 6-3, 8-6.
Calvert (C) defeated Roddey
(E) 6M, 6-4.
• Cauthen (C) defeated Craig
(E) 6:-l,' 6-1.
Th6rnhilJ (C) defeated McCoy
(E) 7-5, 6-2.
Littlejohn (C) dropped to Harrison,, (E) 8-6, 6-2.
MqLeod (C) defeated Kennedy
(E) '))-), 8-6.
I'l-ubles:
Walker and Murray (C) de-

Intramural winners in softball,
golf, and tennis will be presented
keys at a banquet held in the
mess hall tomorrow night by
IPOAY at 7 o'clock.
Dr. R. H. Fike, noted cancer
specialist, will deliver the main
address of the evening. This outstanding Clemson alumni was the
elleged originator of the idea for
the founding of IPTAY, parent
originization of IPOAY.
Coach Frank Howard, Dr.
Robert F. Poole, and many other
campus personalities will be present for the occasion.
Professor John D. Lane will
serve as toastmaster for the banquet.
Steve Ivey, president of IPOAY,
will present the keys to the winning teams.
According to Mr. J. Roy Cooper,
director of the intramural program, football winners will not
be presented keys because IPOA"¥
did not decide to present the
champs with charms until after
the football season was concluded.
Red Stallcup who is currently
playing a lot of shortstop for
Cincinnati's Reds, hails from
Honea Path, S. C. He's hailed
as an outstanding rookie of the
present season.
fe'ated Plexico' and
6-1, 013.

Wilson (E)

PERFierFOR GOLft
TENNIS, OR:.
BASQUING
THE SUN

> Merely wearing Arrow basque shirts will not make
I you a Snead or a Budge, but Arrow's large selection,'
! of sport knits in solid colors and stripes will do'
\ wonders for torsos tame as well as terrific.

I

\See your Arrow dealer today for a long-welring,,
'handsome and comfortable Arrow Basque shirt.

/ARROW SHIRTS-and TIES.

l UNDERWEAR t»

HANDKERCHIEFS •SPORTS.SHIRTS

Last week-end Coach "pock" Norman put his 1948 edition of the Tiger track team in cars and took them up to
Chapel Hill, N. C, where they participated in the annual
Southern Conference Track Meet. Some thirteen schools
from the Carolines, Virginia, Maryland, and the District of
Columbia took part in the two-day event which the University of North Carolina won for the second straight year. The
Tarheels garnered a total of 551-7 plgnts as they finished
ahead of Maryland, Duke, N. C. State |6d South Carolina in
the first five. The Tigers had nine joints and finished
seventh in the field of thirteen.
Jerry Brown Southern Conference Champion
The only Clemson entry to gain a first place in the tournament was Jerry BrOwn, the 'flying Tiger'. The Walhalla,
S. C. boy showed flashes of brilliance as he soared over the
cane when it stood llJ feet above the ground to win the Conference championship in the pole vault. He was followed
up by Bowles of Duke and Russell of North Carolina.
It was his second tournament victory within a week.
Week before last he won the vaulting title in the South Carolina state meet in Clinton when he turned in the same mark.
Congratulations to Jerry on his fine accomplishments!
Townsend and Pulkinen Place
Two other Bengals to gain recognition in the meet were
"Bummy" Townsend and "Spook" Pulkinen. Townsend
did some fine running and jumping as he was able to secure
a third in the 120 high hurdles. The tall, slender Florida
freshman displayed the kind of form which proves that he's
going to be a hot contender for a lot of crowns during his
next three years as a Tiger track man.
"Spook" showed his usual spark in doing the 880 but the
calibre of the competition was too much for him to do any
better than place fifth. The event was won by Magill of
Virginia Tech who was clocked at 1:56.6. That's a mighty
fast half mile. (Pulkinen's best time is not to be sneered at
2:0.9.)
The highlight of the tournament was the record-breaking 440 runs which were turned in by Carolina's dash flash,
Norman Rucks. In the qualifying run on Friday the Gamecock speed merchant turned in a nifty 48.1 seconds time to
set a new Conference mark. The following day he shattered this mark and set a new one of 47.4.
Victory String of Golfers is Snapped
One of the most impressive victory strings ever run up
by a Clemson athletic team was snapped last Friday afternoon in Columbia as South Carolina won a 12-6 victory over
Clemson's golf team. The Tiger golfers who had gone for
34 consecutive dual matches without tasting a defeat were
set down for the first time since 1946.
In a match played earlier in the year between the two
squads at Boscobel the Tigs whitewashed the Gamecocks by
a 14-4 score. Playing Friday on an unknown and hard golf
course, Coach Bob Jones' linksmen found themselves unable
to make their shots sink. The powerful Carolina outfit
which week before last won the State Golf Meet at Spartanburg capitalized on this to snap the Tiger streak. Thus was
broken one of the finest records ever attained by an athletic
aggregation at Clemson College.
The next day, Saturday, the Clenisons journeyed farther
into the Lower State to the 'Capital of Geechieland', CharlesIon. There they met The Citadel under the same conditions.
A new course, and no practice rounds spelt defeat for Jones'
boys for the second straight day. In their final meet of
the year Tuesday at Boscobel the Tigers entertained The
Citadel and took revenge by polishing them off. . Thus they
got started again on another victory road.
With the same team of linksmen and new prospects
scheduled to show up next year we're going to make the prediction that Clemson's Tigers will again rise to high heights
in golf. Power to them.
Hurrah! For Ray
It's very often that you'll find a man who has a specialty
for one occupation or task, but ft is on-the other hand a rare
occasion when you find a man who ha$ the ability to specialize in two or more jobs. In applying fhis bit of theory we're
speaking of Ray Mathews, a young Pennsylvanian who came
to the 'home of the Tigers' last September for the purpose of
securing a college degree in agriculture and playing football,
basketball, and baseball.
During the past eight and a half months we've seen him
display to sports fans his adeptness for running, passing, and,
kicking a pigskin, his ability for making his way around the
hardwood, and lastly his proficiency in the art of playing
baseball.
During the past few home games in which the Tigers
have engaged themselves Ray has been no less than spectacular in his diamond play. He has covered his centerfield position like a rug and his stick work at the platter has been
great.
Several weeks ago against Wofford we saw him turn in
one of the finest fielding games we've ever seen. He made
four beautiful running catches of Terrier fly balls, thus robbing Wofford of several would-be extra base knocks. One
catch in particular was a brilliant one-handed job on the
dead run of a line drive. In addition he fired four perfect
throws into third and home from deep center which nabbed
(Continued on Page 8)

Coach iioke Sloan's Tiger tennis team has I met with mediocre
success this season. With noted racket stars playing fine games
but meeting above the average competition, the Bengals have had
their ups .and downs but rounded out into a formidable outfit
before the end of the season. Reading left to right in the. front
row: Littlejohn, Merritt, and Hand. Second row: Hoke Sloan,
McLeod, Walker, and Wannamaker.

Clemson Tennis Team Led By Net Stars
Walker, Cook, Wannamaker, Murray, Hand
Saturday afternoon's game with
Erskine's Flying Fleet marked the
fourth consecutive win for the
Bengal netters on their own home
courts, but it also put the finish
tag on the '48 Tig .netting season.
This game brought the number of
Bengal victories to 9, one above
the games lost. It looked as if the
claycourters were in for a losing
season but the team soon rallied
forth to an almost steady win.
Tennis teams throughout the
nation were badly hindered by
wet weather and in this group
Clemson was no exception. The
Tigs had gotten in only 2 or 3
days practice when they toured
Florida to meet their opposition,
but the sunshine state boys proved
to much for the Bengals. They
did however, send the Tigs back
with a determination to turn ours
into a winning team.
,
Cook, Walker and Murray were
the three 'players most often playing the top three "positions. The
number one position was generally settled by these three players.

The number one position was generally settled by these with a flip
of a coin as each man played an
almost equal game. Cook was the
one who generally held down this
position with Murray and Walker
filling the others.
Coach Hoke Sloan's tennis team
will probably be hurt more by the
loss of graduating seniors than
any other Bengal sport. At the
present it looks as if he will have
only three of this year's team as
a nucelus around which to build
next Spring's tennis team. Among
this group is H. C. Merritt, a
member who has already proved
himself a great asset to the Bengal tennis team although he is
new on the campus. This Columbia lad has fine form and with
a little coaching along the right
lines can go a long way in college tennis.
The Tiger squad will also feel
the temporary loss of H. W. Burnett, a member of the '42, '45, and
'46 team, who is at the present
an instructor in the Arts and

"R" Cohipany unleashed a'barrage of -twenty hits which
were good for twelve runs upon Tenth Barracks yesterday
as they evened the In (ram oral Softball "World Series" at
one game all. The Cadets had lost.the first: game of the series by a score cf (5-3 in a nip and tuck ball game. The third
and final game of the series was played this afternoon after
The Tiger went to press. The winner of this game is Clemson s cnampun
Ip softball loam of'19-18.
Yesterday's encounter was exactly. the, .reverse ..of the firstrschngs game. Some eight errors were
rarerence
committed and a grand . total of
The standings: (Includes con
28 , hits were garnered by the
ference games only).
two. squads.
W L Pet A O.R
Teams
Billy Hair, young freshman
4 1 .800 41 24 football hopeful did the mound
Maryland
3 .786 75 45 chores for "B" Company. "Stud"
N. Carolina
4 .682 94 70 Thompson was -the hurler for
Wash & Lee
3 .667 77 54 Tenth.
Geo. Wash.
Lead See-Saws
5 .615 75 5,3
Wake For.
"B"
started
the tallying by get6 4 6.00 41 38
Vir. Tech
ting one run in the first off of a
Duke
10 7 .58 105 103 singie.foy Neel alld a double to
Wil. & Mary
3 -.500 .34 27 ; ;eft by Deloach. Tenth bobbed ,
9 .400 78 110 back in their half of the stanza
Furman
8 .385 72 (;(j to get two scores from two singN. C. State
' les and two errors by "B". The
8 .385 67 85c count read 2-1.
Davidson
4 .333 32 37
U. of Rich.
"B" got two rnore in the third
8 .333 34 64 from three base hits and a walk
Clemson
S. Carolina
10- .231 73 104 and went ahead again 3-2. They.
Vir. Military
6 .143 20 58 relinquished the lead in the
0 .000 00 00 bottom of the inning as Tenth
The Citadel
got two more from an error, a
Sciences department. Burnett has triple by Ned Sites, and a fly
played an important role with the ball to the outfield.
"B" came back in the sixth to
team and has added much improvement, He leaves Clemson score six runs from two errors, a
soon to work on his masters-de- walk, four singles and a home
gree but plans to return' to his old run by Deloach. After this
splurge they were never headed
alma mater.
Coach Sloan plans to award the by the Tenth Barracks team and
following men for letters in the coasted on to an easy win,
Big men in '<B" Company's atnear future, Cook, Walker, -Murray, Thornhill, Wannamaker, tack were Ray Clanton who connected for three hits in four
Cauthren, and Calvert.
trips, Jones who had three for
The box:
Won Lost
Won
Play i five, and Deloach who got two
Player
Lost Played
for four. His hits included a
5
16
Cook
_. It
homer to center in the fourth
Walker .... ._ .... 8
16
8
and a double to left in the first,
7
15
Murray .".. J.. .... 8
stanza.
Wannameker .... 4
10
6
R H E
9
Thornhill
6
"B" Company 102 630 0—20 12 5
4
Merritt __. .... .... 5
9
Tenth Bar.
202 210 1—8 8 3
Cauthren
.
o
5
8
Calvert .... J_ .... 3
0
3
1
McLeod
: .... 1
0
Hand are a valuable asset to the
1
Littlejohn .... .... 0
1
team in that they form hard
Littlejohn, McLeod, Lipton and hitting doubles teams.

You can take the high road

t

Have you made up your mind on what
you'll do when you graduate this June? If not,
consider the opportunity available to you in the
Aviation Cadets.
Few jobs anywhere can-match this offer.
When you win your wings and a Second Lieutenant's commission, you're paid as high as $336
per .month to start. The training you get before
and after you're commissioned is recognized as the
world's-finest —and it equips you for a well-paid
lifetime career in military or commercial aviation.

You're eligible for appointment to the Cadets
if you're single, between 20 and 26V2 years old,
and have-completed at least one-half the require:

ments for a degree from an accredited college or
-university (or pass an equivalent examination).
Talk the program over with men in your class
who have been Aviation Cadets. And for full
details, ask at your nearest U. S. Army and U. S.
Air Force Recruiting Station. Why not drop in
today and discuss it?

U. S. Army and U. S. Air Force Recruiting Service

WIN YOUR WINGS
WITH THE AVIATION CAD

PAGE
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H-COMPANY WINS CLEMSONS ANNUAL STUNT NIGHT

Fred Horris Is Anxious To Try His Ideas
On His Father's Farm Near Eutawville
By HOWELL ARTHUR

C^ww.a a.muai stunt night sponsored by Alpha Phi Omega, national honor leadership fraternity, was presented last Tuesday night in the Outioor Theater before over a thousand fans. Stunts
were put on by the different companies with H Company winning! with a minstrel show, part of
which was caught by the Tiger photographer.

Hats, Caps, Bonnets,
Fanl's Camera Shop H Co. Wins First
"Between the Banks"
Prize In Stunt Show Derbies, (hapeaus
ANDERSON, S. C.
H Company , captured first
honors witl»a minstrel act.at'the Adorn Clemson's
Alphi Phi Onioca ptunt night
Tuesday, May' lS,"in the Outdoor
Theater before a crowd of ap- Hirsute Domes
proxifaaM.%! |1Q0:' . students and.

Fred Norris gets kidded a lot
on account of the fact that his father's farm near Eutawville is so
big it has to have a name. The
farm is called St. Julien, and
Fred's being such an outstanding
student: in his major course of
agricultural engineering is probably due in large part to his
having grown up there. Jim
Young, whose father is an outstanding agrarian in his own right
is especially cutting in his remarks on the subject, according to
Fred. The Young farm is designated simply "the Young farm."
Also due tQ his farm background is thesioal Fred-has set
for himself, i Like Browning,
(Fred really hits op some pippefoos when he gets to thinking up
projects for himself; He says
he believes mechanical sweet potato planters currently in use are
anything but perfect, and he has
set out t'o 'i'eniedy ' the situation.
So far his plans are all on paper,
so he's, looking .forward to this
summer, when he can go. home

;

CLEMSON,

s. c.

campus' folk.
F and K Companies were tied
for second place. F Cpmpany gave
a variety act' which included a
black-face, soft shoe number, a
parody on modern dance, and a:
strip tease—behind a screen. The
freshmen on Company K gave'
their conception of a regimental
and batallion staff meeting.
"First prize amounted to five
dollars cash, a cartoon of cigarettes, and hamburgers for the
whole company at the College
Cafe. Two and a half dollars and
a cartoon of cigs went to each of
the ruhner-up companies, with
one going to "open house" at the
Clemson Theater downtown and
the other to the YMCA Theater.
The prizes were given by the local
theaters, the L. C. Martin Drug
Company, the Clemson Pharmacy
and Bus Station, and the YMCA
Cafeteria.
Most. vof. ihe skits could be
divided' into' two major categories
—the black-face minstrel and the
pseudo-military. Of these two the
black face was the more prevalent, with everything from the
prize-winning old fashioned minI slrel to a mock meeting of the
typical B£',3tist congregation.
Chuck Chalker, mechanical engineering senior of South Orange,
N. J., acted as Master of Ceremonies. He did a creditable job, repeatedly pleading to be relieved
by "Limber-Legs" Lucius and always striving to put over some
very ripe corn.

By HOWELL ARTHUR

Hats . . .hats ... ..poets have
immortalized hats, as in Longfellow's "Excelsior" (written about
FRIDAY, MAY 21
a straw hat); novels have been
written
about hats (e. g. "Topper",
"Alexander's Ragtime
by Thorn* - Smith); songs have
Band"
been composed with hats as their
with Tyrone Power and Alice
subjects (witness "I'm Sittin' On
Fayc
Topper the World"), and the
greatest handicap horserace in
America
(the.Kentucky Derby) is
SATURDAY, MAY 22
named ior—that's right—a hat.
"The Challenge"
But in all the years—some
with Tom C(«»way, June
forty-one to be exact—that The
Vincent
Tisrer has been passing on current events— well, they're sometimes
current—to the students at
MON-TUES, MAY 24-25
Clemson, not one thing has been
'The Noose Hangs High'
said oh its pages about hats, alwith Abbott and Costcllo
though a survey of students going
to or returning from a laboratory
class at Clemson would reveal a
WEDNESDAY, MAY 26
diversified preponderate of chapeaus the description of one of
"Enchanted Valley"
the least of which might dqfy
with Alan Curtis, Anne
Gwynnc
utterance.
Let us attempt to assort these
hats into categories. The method
THUR-FRI, MAY 27-28
will be the same as in any other
classification work; we shall de"Sign of the Ram"
cide which creations have enough
with Susan Peters, Alexander
characteristics in common to enKnox
joy a certain similarity, and then
we shall drop like lids into corresponding slots.
Over the first slot let us paste
a card on which are lettered the
words "zoot hats". Now, these
bear a faint resemblance to the
(Continued from Page 7)
Southern Civil War battlewagon
men attempt lo slide safe. One throw raveled some 3251 "Monitor", and are manufactured
arc-welding a medium-sized
iect from tenter to the platter to nip a Terrier trying to score. by
washtub onto a large-sized techIt was terrific.
nicolor beach umbrella. There
At the plate his work lately has been just as good, lie is aren't a lot of these around, but
currently among the leaders in the Tiger halting race. the few that exist represent thenkind well.
Against Woliord he hit three for six, one a double, and
Into the next slot let us drop
against Ncwberry last Friday he registered two knocks in all retired (mustard out, if you
four trips. With three more years of college ball ahead of prefer) army fatigue caps. These
come in three distinct colors:
him, liay Malhews should have Ihe opportunities to develop olive drab, slightly faded olive
drab, and faded olive drab; and
into an outstanding Clemson athlete.
are usually adorned with tritely
imaginative, pseudo - humorous
phrases such as "I love my wife
(or sweetheart),'but oh, you kid!"
and "Twenty-three Old Dutch
SORRELLS REFRIGERATION
Cleanser" (Skidoo being somewhat out-of-date).
& ELECTRIC CO.
Skipping to another category,
the navy white "sailor" hat is in
style only when worn with the
Frigidaire
brim pulled down over one's
auricle extremities. UnfortunateSales and Service
ly, this often leads to a turninginward of those extremities, reClemson, S. C.
Phone 6001
Seneca, S. C,
Phone 741

Sportfacts In Focus

—Slacks
—Swim Trunks
—Sport Shirts

-ABBOTTS'
MEWS

mnT

SENECA. S.C

CLEMSON PHARMACY

SCHEDULE OF PICTURES AT THE PICTURE
SHOWS ON THE CLEMSON CAMPUS

—ICE CRK AM

May 20—MAGIC TOWN with James Stewart and Jane Wyman-

—SAN DWICHES

May 20-21— IF YOU KNEW SUSIE, with Eddie Cantor,. Joan
Davis
■;-■'..
;■;■;•'. : : '

—SODAS

May 21 -22^ ASSY, with MaryLoekwood, Dennis. Price '
May 22—WOMAN ON THE BEAC/I, with Joan Bennett
May 24—TEXAS
May 24-25—SAINTED SISTERS, Veronica Lake, Joan Caulfield
May 25—SEA OF GRASS, with Katherinc Hepburn, Spencer
Tracy
May 26—SHAGGY
May 27—RETURN OF THE WHISTLER
May 28—LAST OF THE MOHICANS
May 29—BACHELOR AND THE BOBBY SOXER with Cary
Grant, Myrna Loy
May ai-June 3—HAZARD, with Paulette Goddard
June 4-5—GONE WITH THE WIND, Clark Gable, Vivien
Leigh

suiting in impaired hearing and,
occasionally, frustration.
The miscellaneous category is
fraught Avith frightful millinery
secrets too numerous to mention.
The writer is not industrious by
any grotesque stretch of ihe imagination, but he will try to mention
a few. He observed one rainy-,
day scholar skipping lightly to
Class attired in a cleverly worked
paper bag1 the irisHdte7 of Which the
wearer's brains shared with
two hot' dogs and a Pepsi-Cola.
Another clothes horse wore a
Robin Hood,- model with inserted
feather, causing its owner ;to fail
in a resemblance to the hero of
Sherwood Forefet sbifclj? through
his neglect in leaving at home his
long bow and quiver of arrows.
But the crowning insult to intelligence and reason was the
bonnet designed; to pi-otect from
unnecessary exposure to the sun's
rays the delicate noggin of a certain freshman. This person, had
cut the crown out of an expensive
but aged straw hat. ' A normal
being might have worn the crown
in order to prevent sunstroke, but
this fellow had pulled the lonely
brim down over his ears, leaving
no protection for his skull on one
of the year's warmest afternoons,
and adding to his already awkward appearance. The writer only
attests to his having seen the oddity. He considers it too much of
an imposition to ask his few
readers to believe nun.
The observant surveyor of this
work will notice that the Cadet
"hat" receives no mention here.
It deserves none. Suffice it to
say that this item resembles a
little too closely the thing the
Colonel wears over his coat of
Simoniz, And (besides, this military monstrosity is seldom worn
to labs.

—CANDIES

: :'

CADET LAUNDRY
Students at Clemson Look
FRESH WITH CLOTHES LAUNDERED AT
Frank Dilla.rd^ MgT.

and /try the thing out.
Fred graduated from Eutawville
High in. 1945, valedictorian of his
class, A "wheel" in high.school,
he didn't slack up when he got to
Clemson, his father's Alma Mater. A full list of the honors j
Fred has accumulated would fill |
more spare than the editor is
willing to allow for this feature,!
so suffice it to say that he began I
his career by getting elected vicepresident of his freshman class.
When Miss Betty Byrd of j
Kingstree and Winthrog., Fred's i
date, was chosen honorary cadet
colonel of the corps (she's„ much
prettier than Brlce) at Military
L$all, Fred got a chance to review
his record.with something besides
pride. He was supremely happy,
of course, that Miss Byrd had been
so honored. But the fly in the
ointment was that Fred had worked hard for three and a half years
to get his captain's rank as commander' of Band Company, and
here this young lady had come

Thursday, May 20, 1948
along and gotten three diamonds
in one night simply by displaying
her native South Carolina charms.
Fred likes to tell about . his
freshman year, when he roomed ]
embarrassingly near a stoker, j
Having recently had an opera- !
tion for appendicitis, he was excused from rat service, but the
upperclassmen somehow neglected to tell him so. The stoker
made so much noise he couldn't
hear rat calls when he was in
his room, so for a while he had
a reputation for being the worst
beat-out on Band Company.
Kesler Field at Biloxi, Mississippi, was the scene of Fred's
training last summer as an enrollee in the air corps advanced
KOTC program. One might expect such an accomplished military man as Fred to be all out in
favor of universal military training, but he isn't. He is against
it on moral grounds, fearing it
would be detrimental to character.
Perhaps after his graduation in
June Fred will have a chance to
prove he can do something better
than his girl can do it. Women
don't usually make very good
farmers.

Trailing The Tiger
(Continued from Page G)
odds.
Jerry Hrown, Clemson pole vaulter, walked away
with the conference laurels inTiis event.
The Walhulla vaulter cleared 13 feet to take the
other entries in this contest.
Brown won the state title last year at Clinton and
successfully defended it this year with a repeat performance. Jerry has been a consistant winner for the
Clemson trackstcrs all during his time at the "noted in-'
stitution.
To Jerry Brown; for his outstanding achievements an
the pole, goes Trailing the Tiger's vole for athlete of the
week..
Breezing Around
Captain George Coakley, Military Science instructor at
Clemson, finished Clemson in the class of '12. While at the
Tiger school Ihe popular Coakley was outstanding in basketball, baseball, and other extra circulla activities . . . Billy
Hair, outstanding football tailback, pitched for Ihe ROTC
winners of Ihe intramural soflball crown in the Y sponsored
athletic program.

